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I.

INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE OF WORK

A. Introduction
The State of Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP)
and Department of Construction Services (DCS) are planning major utility improvements to
Hammonasset Beach State Park (HBSP) in Madison, Connecticut (Figures 1 and 2, Photograph
1). Many of the proposed utility improvements will be contained within a walking/biking trail
known as the Beach Utility Recreational Trail (BURT). Finalization of the BURT design is
ongoing, but it is presently estimated to be 2.16 miles (3470 meters) long, with an additional
estimated 3.43 miles (5521 meters) of branch utility service (water and gas).
In addition to utilities, the project includes construction of rain gardens, a new building to
replace the present Meigs Point Nature Center; a second new building (the West Pavilion), a
leaching field, parking and recreational areas associated with West Beach improvements; the
Shoreline Greenway Trail parking lot and/or connector to BURT; and structural improvements
such as a First Aid station and concession stand. Three areas of priority were designated by
DEEP/DCS in 2013 when the project began: the BURT line, West Beach Pavilion area, and
Meigs Point area (Figure 1). Numerous branch utility line areas were added to the proposed
project in 2014 (see Figures 24-31).
Because HBSP is known to possess relatively high archaeological sensitivity, with many
pre-Colonial Native American sites recorded in the vicinity (Figure 2), the State Historic
Preservation Office (SHPO) recommended that all areas of proposed ground disturbance related
to the improvement project be evaluated for potential impacts to buried pre-Colonial Native
American and later historic-period archaeological sites. Archaeological and Historical Services,
Inc. (AHS) completed a Phase IB Archaeological Reconnaissance Survey of all archaeologically
sensitive portions of the three priority areas in November and December 2013, and completed
additional Phase IB testing in branch utility areas in the spring of 2014. The results of these
investigation were reported in an end-of-fieldwork memorandum in 2013 (Jones 2013) and an
executive summary report in 2014 (Jones and Harper 2014).
Based on the results of the Phase IB survey, AHS recommended that Phase II Intensive
Survey be conducted at 13 locations within the three project priority areas (Figures 3 and 4).
After consultation with project engineer BL Companies, two of the Phase IB-recommended
locations were removed from the proposed impact areas thus Phase II investigations were not
carried out in these two locations. One of the loci is in the western portion of BURT, where a
bifurcate point was found across a park road from the proposed West Beach leaching field area,
and the second area is near the proposed West Pavilion basketball court area, where a Levanna
point was found. AHS conducted Phase II testing in the remaining 11 areas in August 2014. The
results of the Phase II testing was reported in a September 2014 memorandum (Harper 2014b).
The results of Phase IB testing along proposed branch utility lines was reported in a June
2014 memorandum (Harper 2014a). However, due to very recent design changes in the
proposed utility trunk line areas, some of AHS’s recommended Phase II testing in this project
component no longer apply.
As discussed below, supplemental Phase IB testing is
recommended along several newly designed branch utility/trunk lines.
This report presents a detailed description of the 2013 Phase IB investigations and 2014
Phase I and Phase II investigations within HBSP. All of the archaeological survey work at
HBSP was conducted in accordance with the SHPO’s Environmental Review Primer for
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Connecticut’s Archaeological Resources, the standards by which all archaeological work in the
state must be conducted.
B. Scope of Work
B.1 Phase IB Archaeological Reconnaissance Survey
Hammonasset Beach State Park was the subject of a broad-brush Phase IA
Archaeological Assessment Survey in 2008 (Harper et al 2008). This survey, part of an
Environmental Impact Evaluation, concluded that the entire Park, where land areas had not
undergone pervasive disturbance, is sensitive for pre-Colonial Native American archaeological
sites, ranging from small camp sites and middens to possible burials. The Native American site
sensitivity includes terrestrial (non-beach) and beach areas, the latter containing offshore artifact
deposits placed there as part of dredged-sand beach nourishment. The Phase IA report
recommended that Phase IB Archaeological Reconnaissance Survey subsurface testing be
conducted in on-shore areas that will be disturbed by future projects in order to identify any
undocumented archaeological sites that may be impacted. The SHPO concurred with the 2008
Phase IA recommendations (Bahlman 2008; Harper et al 2008; Forrest 2011).
Recent Phase IB archaeological testing of a planned 10-cabin area near the Park entrance
identified a Native American archaeological site, confirming further the archaeological
sensitivity of the Park (ACS 2012).
The historic-period archaeological potential of HBSP is lower, and is likely related to the
domestic activities associated with the c. 1827 farmhouse now used as the Meigs Point Nature
Center; the fish houses once used for menhaden processing; and the use of the Park by the
Winchester Repeating Arms Company and its World War II-era service as an artillery target. A
Phase IB archaeological survey of a proposed expansion of the Nature Center in 2008 (Banks
2008) found evidence of a sheet midden associated with the building’s former residential
occupation and material associated with Winchester’s use of the project area.
AHS developed a flexible Phase IB testing strategy that allowed for the practical,
economical identification of potentially significant archaeological sites, as well as the efficient
and immediate development and implementation of archaeological site avoidance measures. The
strategy included a staged approach to the project, during which priority areas were evaluated
first. The Phase IB survey included testing in four areas of proposed park improvements. These
include 1) the West Beach Pavilion area, 2) the Meigs Point Nature Center, 3) the Beach Utility
Recreational Trail (BURT), and 4) Branch Utility areas as proposed in the Spring of 2014. The
West Beach Pavilion improvements cover ca. 29 acres surrounding the area of the West Beach
parking lot. The Meigs Point project area covers ca. 2.5 acres around the existing Nature Center
and associated parking area. The BURT represents a ca. 3500-km linear path running from the
Shoreline Greenway Trail parking area to Meigs Point. The branch utility lines initially included
5460 linear meters throughout the park although their extent and configuration changed in
October 2014.
B.2 Phase II Intensive Archaeological Survey
The purpose of a Phase II intensive archaeological investigation is to collect sufficient
data to permit a conclusive determination of whether a site meets one or more of the criteria for
listing in the National Register of Historic Places. The criteria for listing in the National Register
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of Historical Places include the following; only one of the criteria needs to be met for a site to
qualify for listing:
A. Association with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns
of our history;
B. Association with the lives of persons significant in our past;
C. Distinctive design or physical characteristics, including representation of a significant
entity whose individual components may lack distinction; and
D. Demonstrated ability, or potential to yield important information about prehistory or
history.
For archaeological sites, the typical data include a site’s age, vertical and horizontal
limits, and integrity (degree of intactness). If a Phase II survey determines that an archaeological
site meets one or more of the criteria, and is National Register-eligible, impacts to the site must
be avoided or mitigated in some manner. If avoidance is neither prudent nor feasible, expanded
Phase II investigations or Phase III Data Recovery excavations are typically undertaken to
mitigate project-related impacts to the site.
C. Project Personnel
The archaeological fieldwork was conducted by Sean Hayden, James Poetzinger, Eric
Pomo, Benjamin Kelsey, Matthew Grillo, Megan Postemski, Will Sikorski, Brianna Rae, and
Adam Jacobs. Eric Pomo served as Crew Chief. Senior Historian Bruce Clouette conducted the
historic background research and Senior Archaeologists Brian Jones and Sarah Sportman
conducted the background pre-Colonial research. Sportman prepared the technical report and
analyzed the archaeological data along with Zachary Singer. Sean Hayden prepared graphics and
the GIS project maps. The Principal Investigators were Brian Jones and Mary G. Harper. Harper
served as Project Manager, and Robyn Beausoleil as editor.
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II.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
The tasks involved in the Phase IB and Phase II archaeological investigations are outlined

below.
A. Review of Available Data
AHS reviewed existing and developing data related to archaeological sensitivity within
the project area. This data included the final completion report of the January 2013 Phase IB
survey of the new-cabin area near the Park entrance (ACS 2012) and the report on the 2008
archaeological survey of the Meigs Point proposed addition (Banks 2008). AHS reviewed the
files of recorded archaeological sites at SHPO and the Office of State Archaeology (OSA) to
determine whether any avocational archaeological finds have been reported since the 2008 Phase
IA park survey. AHS also consulted with the State Archaeologist, Park Manager, and a local
informant regarding possible archaeological finds that have not been formally recorded.
A review of the project base mapping and plan of the proposed BURT and other project
areas was conducted to identify areas of disturbance that have low archaeological
potential/sensitivity and did not require archaeological testing. Areas that were apparently
undisturbed or minimally disturbed were considered sensitive and were tested during the Phase
IB subsurface survey.
AHS coordinated with BL to determine the Phase IB survey priority areas, which
included the BURT line, West Beach Pavilion area, and Meigs Point area (Figure 1). Before
AHS’s Phase IB, no archaeological evaluation had been conducted of these project components.
AHS also noted that the new Nature Center plans covered a much broader area than that
encompassed by a small-scale 2008 archaeological evaluation (Banks 2008). The 2008 study
recommended additional archaeological survey if additional work associated with the Nature
Center should occur, and SHPO concurred, requesting that new project design plans be
submitted for SHPO review if plans changed (Forrest 2011). AHS conducted testing in the
Meigs Point area, as one of the three priority areas, in 2013, and in spring of 2014 as part of
proposed branch utility/trunk line work.
B. Walkover Survey
AHS performed a walkover survey with BL, DEEP, DCS and SHPO on April 29, 2013,
to identify specific areas of archaeological concern and learn more about previous actions that
may have affected archaeological sensitivity within the project area. In the walkover, areas of
low archaeological sensitivity were called out as preferred project alignment targets in order to
minimize the amount of subsurface testing. During the walkover survey and subsequent field
evaluation, including hand-augured soil probes, AHS determined that the entire portion of the
BURT running along the shoreline was not archaeologically sensitive because of prior
disturbance associated with existing utilities and road-building (see examples in Photographs 2
and 3). Over one-third of the BURT trail line also was eliminated from testing due to
disturbance.
C. Assessment Mapping
Based on a review of existing data, coordination, and the walkover survey, AHS
developed a detailed GIS-mapped assessment of areas of archaeological sensitivity warranting
Phase IB survey in the three priority areas and the branch utility/trunk-line areas. Significant
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portions of the West Pavilion project area were disturbed by parking lot construction and
recreational improvements that altered the pre-existing topography, often through filling of prior
wetlands. State soils mapping indicated that portions of the West Pavilion project area contained
areas of Udorthents, or potentially disturbed soil conditions. These areas appeared to be
relatively intact during the walkover survey, so a strategy in which 30-meter-interval disturbance
evaluation test-pitting was implemented, especially east of the existing West Beach parking area.
During the archaeological survey it was determined that most of this area was not significantly
disturbed and additional shovel test pits (STPs) were placed at the standard 15-meter interval (18
pits/acre).
D. Project Team Consultation
AHS advised and consulted with BL, DEEP, and DCS regarding project design
modifications to avoid areas of particularly high archaeological sensitivity.
E. Subsurface Archaeological Testing
E.1 Phase IB Subsurface Testing
Individual Phase IB strategies were developed to facilitate the archaeological surveys of
the four project component areas. The area of undisturbed portions of the West Pavilion project
area was assessed at ca. 8.7 acres (6.2 acres northwest of the West Beach parking area in the area
of the proposed leaching field, and 2.5 acres east of the West Beach parking area in the location
of proposed bus parking and basketball courts) (Figure 1). The Primer mandates subsurface
testing at a minimum of 15-meter intervals. The 15-meter-interval shovel test pit survey requires
a minimum of 18 test pits per acre, indicating that ca. 157 test pits would be required. However,
because portions of this area were described as potentially disturbed Udorthents, the total
required was somewhat lower. A block of 16 additional STPs was reserved for judgmental
testing in areas south of the West Beach parking lot, and for array test pits around anticipated
findspots. AHS estimated that ca. 1.7 acres of the Meigs Point Nature Center area required Phase
IB testing. This indicated a need for ca. 31 STPs at 15-meter intervals, with an estimated
additional four test pits to be used as judgmental and/or array testing. AHS also estimated that
only the northernmost 1140 meters of the BURT project area contained undisturbed areas that
warranted testing. A single linear transect of STPs spaced at 15-meter intervals would therefore
require up to 76 STPs. This number was expected to be reduced because portions of the trail line
crossed paved areas and paralleled existing utility lines. An additional block of eight STPs was
reserved for judgmental and array testing as deemed necessary. No mapping of these three highpriority areas was available, thus AHS obtained CAD/GIS data from BL and used it to accurately
place the STPs in the field and to map the STP locations on USGS (Figures 3 and 4) and aerial
maps (Figures 6-8). Eight new archaeological sites were identified in the Phase IB (76-13, 7614, 76-15, 76-16, 76-17, 76-18, 76-19 and 76-20) (Figure 5).
For the branch utility/trunk line areas, AHS developed a GIS project map that overlays
the proposed utility locations with areas of existing utilities on aerial maps (Figures 24-31).
CAD data were provided by BL. Locations where proposed and existing utility lines overlapped
were not tested because of prior ground disturbance that negated the archaeological significance
of archaeological materials in these locations. Based on this preliminary mapping analysis, the
areas of utility work in potentially undisturbed portions of the Park totaled 5460 linear meters.
Approximately 1365 meters were eliminated from testing because of evident ground disturbance,
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often along road edges. Twenty-eight linear meters of proposed testing within the bounds of Site
76-13 (identified in 2013 in the proposed bus parking area at the West Pavilion, see Figures 3-5)
were too wet to test effectively (the small areas already lie near the location of previously
proposed Phase II testing). Finally, 550 meters of testable area were not tested because the
proposed electrical upgrades had already been installed (in the area of the new RV camping).
The total testable area was therefore reduced to about 3517 linear meters.
AHS excavated a total of 247 shovel test pits during the initial Phase IB survey and an
additional 253 test pits along proposed branch utility/trunk lines. The STPs measured 50x50centimeters (ca. 2x2-feet) in plan, and were excavated by hand with shovel and trowel in 10- to
20-centimeter levels. Stratigraphic profiles of every pit were drawn (see Appendix III). The
STPs were dug to sterile soil (usually about three feet) or were terminated when water or an
impediment precluded deeper excavation. All pits were carefully backfilled immediately upon
completion and the ground surface contour restored to the degree possible. All pits were plotted
on scaled aerial photographs in the field and later GIS-mapped onto project plans in NAD-83
state plane coordinates. These maps included layers of data highlighting existing utilities
throughout the park provided by BL as CAD data. Areas of buried electrical, gas, water and
telephone lines were carefully avoided.
All recovered artifacts were bagged and transported to AHS’s laboratories in Storrs,
where they were cleaned, catalogued, re-bagged, and boxed for long-term curation. A detailed
artifact catalogue was produced (see Appendix IV).
E.2 Phase II Subsurface Testing
Based on the results of the Phase IB survey (Jones 2013), AHS recommended additional
Phase II testing in 13 areas within the three priority areas: the BURT line, West Beach Pavilion
area, and Meigs Point area (see Figures 3 and 4). At the time of their identification, in late
December of 2013, AHS was unable to obtain formal site numbers from the SHPO/OSA. These
13 areas were subsequently designated Sites 76-14, 76-13, 76-15 and 76-16 (see Figure 5). After
consultation with BL, two of the Phase IB-recommended locations were removed from the
proposed impact areas and Phase II investigations were not carried out in these two locations.
One of the areas was in the western portion of BURT within Site 76-14, where a bifurcate point
was found across a park road from the proposed West Beach leaching field area, and the second
area was near the proposed West Pavilion basketball court area in Site 76-13, where a Levanna
point was found (Figure 4). AHS conducted Phase II testing in the remaining 11 areas in August
2014, reported in a memorandum (Harper 2014b).
AHS excavated a total of 230 STPs, one 1x1-meter excavation unit, and two 1-meter x
50-centimeter excavation units during the Phase II archaeological survey. Initial Phase II testing
included the excavation of eight STPs, arranged on a five-meter grid around the Phase IB
findspots. If artifacts or archaeological features were encountered in these pits, the Phase II grid
was expanded in the direction of the finds until the grid reached adjacent Phase II testing
locations, areas of ground disturbance, or project limits. In areas where features or artifact
concentrations are identified, 1x1-meter excavation units were excavated to explore the nature
and extent of such finds. The Phase II archaeological testing was conducted using the same
methods outlined for the Phase IB survey, outlined above.
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III.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT

The purpose of this section is to provide general information on the environmental
context of the project area. Humans, like most species, are sensitive to variations in habitat, and
can be generally expected to settle in areas providing both reliable and predictable resources.
While climate change over the course of the last 11,000 years has repeatedly transformed the
environment in the Northeast, many basic characteristics of the landscape have remained
relatively stable. Local geology and topography present important controls on the development
and potential organization of habitats, and provide archaeologists with one means of identifying
enduring features of the landscape around which people in the past would have organized
themselves.
A. Geological Context
The bedrock underlying the HBSP project area is of the Waterford Group and includes
light to dark medium-grained gneiss, Porter Hill Granite Gneiss, and Narragansett Pier Granite
(Rodgers 1985).
Approximately 21,000 years ago, Connecticut and Long Island Sound were covered with
glacial ice that was about a mile thick. The glacial ice continually moved south, picking up loose
material on the ground surface. As the glacier melted, the material it had collected was redeposited, creating a long east-west moraine. As the climate warmed, the glacier retreated to the
north. About 17,500 years ago, a temporary cooling of the climate caused the ice front to cease
its northward movement. The ice front halted along a line that ran through Hammonasset, and as
it melted sediments piled up along the front, forming the Hammonasset-Ledyard-Queens River
double moraine.
As the glacier melted, the water it released washed large quantities of finer-grained
sediments into low-lying areas resulting in sand and gravel deposits in the Connecticut valleys.
In higher and flatter areas the glacier deposited till, a mixture of variously-sized sediments. At
HBSP glacial till underlies the soil at Meigs Point and Willard Island is comprised of a thick
layer of till. The campground east of Tom’s Creek is underlain by sand and there is more till
west of the creek (CT DEEP 2014)
B. Soils
The soils in the HBSP project area consist of a mixture of prime farmland soils, mucky
peat, beach soils, and Udorthents. The portions of the project area covered in salt marshes
contain primarily Westbrook mucky peat, a very poorly-drained soil that is flooded daily by
tidewaters. The high ground in the project area vicinity contains Haven, Canton, and Charlton
series soils, well-drained soils that form over outwash and till. Historically, these portions of the
project area, including Meigs Point and Willard’s Island, were used as farmland.
C. Ecological Context
The Park is located on Long Island Sound and comprises approximately 1000 acres of
salt marsh, forest, fields, and beach. The Hammonasset salt marshes make up almost half of the
total area of the park and are among the largest on the Connecticut Coast (Bell 1985). The
marshes at HBSP are bordered by the barrier beach to the south and by Clinton Harbor and the
Hammonasset River to the east. The salt marsh system provides a rich habitat for numerous plant
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and animals species. The presence of important plant and animal species likely drew humans to
the area in during both the pre-Colonial and historic periods.
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IV.

PRE-COLONIAL AND HISTORIC-PERIOD CONTEXT

Below we present pre-Colonial Native American and historic-period Euro-American
contexts for the project area. The overview provides a brief synopsis of the most important
developments that occurred over time in the region and establishes a cultural, social, and
economic context for the project area. The discussion focuses on the pre-Colonial period
occupation of southern New England and the post-Colonial period history of the area comprising
Hammonasset Beach State Park.
A. Paleoindian Period (11,000-9,000 BP)
In the Northeast, the Paleoindian Period dates from 11,000 to 9,500 BP (as measured in
radiocarbon years) and coincides with the final glacial period, known as the Younger Dryas.
Following a brief warming trend in the region, the Younger Dryas marked a return to colder,
glacial conditions and ice-sheet re-expansion in portions of eastern North America (McWeeney
1999).
The earliest archaeological evidence for human occupation in New England dates to
approximately 11,000 BP (Spiess et al. 1998) and in Connecticut to around 10,200 BP (Moeller
1980, Jones 1999). Paleoindian sites are characterized by distinctive lithic tools kits that include
fluted points and unifacial tools such as side- and end-scrapers. Data reflecting Paleoindian
Period land-use patterns and subsistence activities in the Northeast is relatively scarce (Spiess et
al. 1998). It is assumed that Paleoindian people exploited a wide range of food resources,
including large and small game, fish, wild plant foods, and perhaps extinct megafauna (Meltzer
1988; Jones 1998). Most archaeologists also believe that caribou played a significant, if seasonal
role in the Paleoindian subsistence strategy. Settlement patterns during this period are poorly
understood. The range of identified sites includes large base camps, small residential camps, and
small, task-specific loci. Taken all together, the archaeological evidence suggests a settlement
system based on small, highly mobile social groups exploiting dispersed seasonally available
resources.
Few intact Paleoindian sites have been found in Connecticut. According to State
Archaeologist Nicholas Bellantoni, about 50 fluted points have been recovered as isolated finds
across Connecticut (Bellantoni 1995), but only two sites have been investigated and published in
detail: the Templeton Site in Washington (Moeller 1980, 1984) and the Hidden Creek Site on the
Mashantucket Pequot Reservation in Ledyard (Jones 1997). More recently, excavations were
conducted at the Ohomowauke Paleoindian Site, which is also located on the Pequot reservation,
but the analysis of this site is still in the preliminary stages. A handful of other sites have
received more cursory attention. The scarcity of identified Paleoindian sites suggests a low
population density during this period. The small size of most Paleoindian sites and the high
degree of landscape disturbance over the past 10,000 years likely contribute to poor site
visibility.
B. Archaic Period (9,500-2,700 BP)
The Archaic Period dates from 10,000 to 2,700 BP in the Northeast and it marks a period
of dynamic and shifting subsistence and settlement patterns, but the general trend is one of
generalist hunter-gatherer populations utilizing a variety of seasonally available resources. The
period is subdivided into the Early, Middle and Late Archaic periods on the basis of associated
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changes in environment, projectile point styles, and inferred adaptations (Snow 1980; McBride
1984). Each sub-period is discussed briefly below.
B.1 The Early Archaic Period (9,500-8,000 BP)
Pollen evidence from swamp cores indicates a gradual warming and drying trend
beginning around 10,000 BP (McWeeney 1999). By this time Pleistocene megafauna had been
replaced by modern cool-temperate game species such as moose, muskrat, and beaver. Deer
populations likely increased in abundance at the end of this period, when oak began to dominate
upland forests. As the climate stabilized, plant and animal resources may have become more
abundant and predictable enabling Early Archaic populations to exploit a wider range of seasonal
resources. Early Archaic sites are poorly represented in the regional archaeological record and
this likely reflects continued low population densities. The dearth of Early Archaic sites may be
due in part to changing environmental conditions which have deeply buried, inundated, or
destroyed many early sites, or to the difficulty of recognizing some Early Archaic assemblages
(Funk 1997; Jones 1998; Forrest 1999).
Archaeologists have recovered Early Archaic stone tool assemblages from several sites in
the Northeast. The recovered data suggest that this period can be characterized by a number of
distinct traditions. The most poorly understood period, that between 9,500 and 9,000 BP, appears
to reflect both local Late Paleoindian and intrusive southern Piedmont Tradition Early Archaic
influences. A quartz lithic industry in which projectile points are extremely rare occurs locally
between roughly 9,000 and 8,500 BP. The Sandy Hill Site on the Mashantucket Pequot
Reservation demonstrates this pattern (Forrest 1999, Jones and Forrest 2003). The site represents
a local expression of a much broader techno-complex referred to as the Gulf of Maine Archaic
Tradition (Robinson et al. 1992). Sandy Hill produced evidence of multiple semi-subterranean
living structures and a variety of plant-food remains, including abundant cattail roots and
hazelnuts.
Archaeological evidence indicates that the Early Archaic Period concluded about 8,500
years ago with the arrival of an apparently intrusive temperate forest-adapted culture that utilized
bifurcate-based projectile points typically manufactured from non-regional materials (Jones
1998, 1999). The Dill Farm Site in East Haddam is one of the best-documented bifurcate sites in
Connecticut (Pfeiffer 1986). Archaeological investigations at this site identified cooking/refuse
features, quartz flakes, retouched tools, bifurcate-based projectile points, and subsistence remains
including charred nuts and mammal bone associated with a radiocarbon date of 8560 +/- 270 BP.
Bifurcate points are documented throughout the state, though most appear to represent isolated
finds without apparent associated artifacts. Bifurcate points are commonly manufactured from
rhyolite probably originating from a Boston Basin source or Hudson Valley chert, but few are
made from local lithic materials such as quartzite.
B.2 The Middle Archaic Period (8,000-6,000 BP)
Based on pollen evidence, the climate became warmer and drier during the Middle
Archaic Period and alluvial terraces developed along the state’s major river systems (Jones 1999;
Jones et al. 2008). This period marks the establishment of most modern nut tree species, which
provided a new and abundant food resource for both human foragers and game animals such as
bear, deer, and turkey. Evidence of Middle Archaic Period occupation in Connecticut is more
widely documented than for the preceding periods and it suggests adaptation to local resources
during a period of population increase (McBride 1984; Jones 1999). Archaeological evidence of
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grooved axes suggests that wood became an increasingly important raw material during the
Middle Archaic, while the presence of pebble net-sinkers and plummets on some regional sites
implies a growing reliance on marine and riverine resources (Dincauze 1976; Snow 1980).
Despite their relative abundance, sites in Connecticut have yielded limited information on
Middle Archaic subsistence and land-use patterns (Jones 1999). Archaeological assemblages are
characterized by the presence of Neville and Stark projectile points and large flake tools usually
manufactured from local materials such as quartzite. The Middle Archaic settlement pattern
appears to have been seasonally oriented toward large upland interior wetlands (McBride 1984;
Jones 1999) and the data suggest seasonal re-use of such locales over long periods of time. The
Dill Farm Site and the sites around Great Cedar Swamp on the Mashantucket Pequot Reservation
reflect this pattern (Jones 1999, 2004). A dearth of coastal and riverine sites may be due to rising
sea levels that have resulted in deep alluvial burial.
B.3 Late Archaic Period (6,000-2,700 BP)
The Late Archaic Period in the Northeast is characterized by an essentially modern
distribution of plant and animal populations. Based on archaeological evidence for population
increase, burial ritual, and long-distance exchange networks, the Late Archaic Period is often
considered a time of cultural fluorescence (Dincauze 1975; Snow 1980; Ritchie 1994; Cassedy
1999). The Late Archaic Period is one of the best-documented temporal sequences in southern
New England, and is characterized by three major cultural traditions: the Laurentian (ca. 5,5004,500 BP), the Narrow-stemmed (ca. 4,500-3,500 BP), and the Terminal Archaic (ca. 3,8002,700 BP). Late Archaic sites are common throughout the state, although the period between ca.
6,000 and 5,000 BP remains poorly documented. During most of this period, settlement
strategies revolved around large, seasonally revisited settlements located in riverine areas and
along large wetland terraces, and smaller, more temporary special-purpose sites in the interior
and uplands (Ritchie 1969; McBride 1984; Cassedy 1997, 1999). The nature and distribution of
sites suggest aggregation during summer months, with seasonal dispersal into smaller groups
during the cold weather (McBride and Dewar 1981). In general, the Late Archaic period appears
to represent a continuation of the land-use and resource acquisition patterns observed during the
Middle Archaic.
The Laurentian Tradition (Ritchie 1965) was originally thought to reflect a hunting and
fishing culture with origins in the upper St. Lawrence Valley. In Connecticut, its local
manifestations may simply represent the adoption of Laurentian technological traits by local
residents (Hoffman 1990; Ives 2009). The settlement pattern appears to reflect a central-based
wandering pattern (sensu Beardsley et al. 1956) in which numerous small communities exploited
a wide variety of settings (Snow 1980:230). In southern New England, Laurentian sites are more
common in the interior than along the coast. This pattern suggests that Laurentian groups were
primarily adapted to upland and riverine environments, with more limited exploitation of coastal
areas on a seasonal basis (e.g., Snow 1980, Kingsley and Roulette 1990). Laurentian sites are
characterized by a distinctive toolkit which includes diagnostic side-notched and corner-notched
projectile points, often found in association with adzes, axes, gouges, ulus, and slate knives.
The transition to the Narrow-stem phase of the Late Archaic includes notable changes in
lithic raw material use. During this phase, the use of quartzite declines significantly and quartz
becomes by far the most commonly used material. This pattern has promoted the argument that
population increase at this time restricted the availability of even regionally available resources
like quartzite. The Narrow-stem phase is characterized by the development of a new quartz
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cobble technology that focused on the reduction of cobble cores into useful blanks for the
production of projectile points, especially the narrow-stemmed forms. It is not known whether
restrictions on raw material access drove the development of this new technology or if the
technology drove raw material selection. Archaeologically identifiable features are more
common on sites from this period and include broad fire-cracked rock pavements, earth ovens,
and some fire-cracked rock hearths. Narrow-stemmed phase sites are the most abundant of any
period represented in Connecticut.
The Terminal Archaic period appears to mark a transition in settlement and perhaps
subsistence strategies (Dincauze 1975). A number of technological innovations appear during
this period, including the manufacture and use of steatite bowls and the rare production of cordmarked and grit-tempered pottery. The use of quartz declined during this period, while the
exploitation of regionally available quartzites increased. Imported chert and other non-local
lithics such as argillite, rhyolite, and felsite are found in high proportions in Terminal Archaic
lithic assemblages. This pattern appears to indicate renewed social and economic contact with a
broader region. Fire-cracked rock features are often associated with this period and likely reflect
intensive food-processing activities. Identified site locations suggest that settlement was focused
on expansive lacustrine and wetland areas and upper river terraces, rather than floodplains
(McBride and Dewar 1981). The interior and uplands appear to have been less extensively used
during this period (McBride 1984), though this may be a reflection of small, difficult-to-locate
logistical hunting sites. The Terminal Archaic period also marks the appearance of human
cremation burials (Dincauze 1968; Robinson 1996; Leveillee 1999). These cultural attributes
may represent intrusive peoples or ideas, but the debate over the possibility of migration remains
active (see, for example, Robinson 1996: 38-39).
C. The Woodland Period (2,700-450 BP)
The Woodland Period is characterized by technological developments including the
diversification and increased use of clay pottery, the production of smoking pipes and groundstone celts, and the introduction of bow-and-arrow technology and horticulture, as well as the use
exotic raw materials (Lavin 1984; Feder 1984, 1999). Increases in site size and complexity
indicate a trend toward greater sedentism and social complexity during this period. This trend
suggests that the population base was increasing, particularly in the later part of the period
(McBride and Dewar 1987; Lavin 1988). The Woodland Period has been traditionally
subdivided into Early, Middle, and Late periods on the basis of ceramic styles, settlement and
subsistence patterns, and political and social developments (Ritchie 1969a and b; Snow 1980;
Lavin 1984). Despite these developments, most recent scholars see the Woodland as a period
well-rooted in the traditions and lifeways of the preceding Archaic period (Feder 1984, 1999).
C.1 The Early Woodland Period (2,700-2,000 BP)
The Early Woodland period remains poorly understood, and sites from this period are
less well represented in the archaeological record than sites from the preceding phases of the
Late Archaic. This leads some to argue for a probable population decline during the Early
Woodland (Fiedel 2001). The observed change may also be a reflection of shifting settlement
strategies that promoted the formation of larger, but fewer, seasonal aggregation camps (Jones
2002). Early Woodland regional complexes are generally characterized by stemmed, tapered, and
side-notched (Meadowood) point forms and performs, often of Onondaga chert; thick, grittempered, cord-marked ceramics; tubular stone pipes; burial ritual; and indications of long12

distance trade/exchange networks (Lavin 1984; Juli 1999). It is possible that incipient
horticulture focused on native plant species such as goosefoot (Chenopodium sp.) had begun by
this time (George 1997). The existence of stone pipes also suggests that tobacco was being
traded into the region, if not locally produced, by the Early Woodland period.
Despite the rarity of Early Woodland sites, a number of very large, deep pit features
attributed to this period have been found across southern New England. These pits may represent
nut-storage facilities and clusters of these features could indicate repeated use of nut-gathering
locations by families, perhaps with established rights to certain groves. Jones (2002) has
estimated that a single pit could have held enough hickory nuts to feed a family of five for three
months. This would represent a break from presumed earlier patterns based on more mobile kinbased social units with relatively open access to local areas.
C.2 The Middle Woodland Period (2,000-1,200 BP)
The Middle Woodland Period is characterized by increased diversity in ceramic style and
form, continued examples of long-distance exchange (especially of jasper), and at its end, the
introduction of tropical cultigens (Dragoo 1976; Snow 1980; Juli 1999). Much of our current
knowledge of the Middle Woodland Period in southern New England is extrapolated from
Ritchie’s (1994) work in New York State. Ritchie noted an increased use of plant foods such as
goosefoot (Chenopodium sp.), which he suggested had a substantial impact upon social and
settlement patterns. George (1997) reiterated this hypothesis for the Middle Woodland of
Connecticut. Ritchie also noted an increase in the frequency and size of storage facilities during
the Middle Woodland Period, which may reflect a growing trend toward sedentism (Ritchie
1994; Snow 1980). At this time jasper tool preforms imported from eastern Pennsylvania appear
to have been entering the region through broad, formalized exchange networks (Luedtke 1987).
In Connecticut archaeological evidence of settlement patterns suggests an increased
frequency of large sites adjacent to wetlands and tidal marshes along the Connecticut River, a
decline in large upland occupations, and a corresponding increase in upland temporary camps
(McBride 1984). This pattern may reflect a reduction in residential mobility is likely related to
the development, by 2,000 BP, of modern tidal marshes and estuaries in low-lying riverine areas.
The tidal marshes would have supported a wide variety of terrestrial and aquatic animal and
plant resources, allowing longer residential stays (McBride 1984).
C.3 Late Woodland Period (1,200-450 BP)
The Late Woodland period is characterized by population aggregation in villages along
coastal and riverine locales; more intensive use of maize, beans, and squash; changes in ceramic
technology, form, style, and function; the eventual establishment of year-round villages; and the
use of the upland-interior areas by small, domestic units or organized task groups on a temporary
and short-term basis. The settlement pattern suggests a trend toward intensified settlement in
larger villages and hamlets in coastal and riverine areas. It has been hypothesized that these
changes can be attributed to the introduction of maize, beans, and squash, but the importance of
cultigens in the diet of southern New England groups, especially those with access to coastal
resources remains unclear (Ceci 1980; McBride 1984; McBride and Dewar 1987; Bendremer and
Dewar 1993; Ritchie 1994; Chilton 1999). Although sites clearly demonstrate the use of tropical
cultigens in the Connecticut River valley, wild plant and animal resources were still a primary
component of the aboriginal diet. The use of imported cherts increased over time in the
Connecticut River valley, suggesting possible social, economic, and/or political ties to the
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Hudson Valley region. Affinities in pottery styles also suggest western ties at this end of this
period (Feder 1999).
D. Historic Period Native American Context
At the time of European contact and early colonial-era settlement, the area now
comprising HBSP was part of Hammonasset territory. The Hammonasset Indians occupied the
area along the coast between the Connecticut and Hammonasset Rivers, and maintained planting
areas along the Hammonasset (Menta 2003). The name “Hammonasset” roughly translates as
“place where we dig holes in the ground,” and it is believed to refer to the planting areas along
the river. The shore path, which roughly followed the alignment of present-day Route 1,
connected the Hammonassets with other Native coastal settlements (Figure 9). At the time of
initial European settlement in the area, the sachem of the Hammonassets was Sebaguenosh,
whose daughter was married to Uncas. This marriage provided Uncas with some control over
Hammonasset territory, enabling him to profit from the sale of the land to Europeans in 1641.
E. Historic Period Euro-American Context
In order to document historical uses within the project area, AHS consulted a series of
th
18 - and 19th-century maps and navigational charts (Figures 10-17), as well as the 1934 Fairchild
aerial photograph and early versions of the U.S.G.S. Clinton Quadrangle (Figures 18 and 19).
General histories of Madison (Platt 1964; Lord and Montgomery 1998) were consulted for
background on the town, as was Dunn’s (1973) history of the state park itself. The reports of the
State Parks and Forests Commission were consulted for information on the construction of the
park and early views of its structures.
Hammonasset Point marks the western side of the inflow of the Hammonasset River into
Long Island Sound. The river is the boundary between New Haven and Middlesex counties and
between the towns of Clinton, originally part of Killingworth, and Madison, which was part of
the town of Guilford until 1826. This area was settled by the English in the middle of the 17th
century. In 1641 a deed was obtained from a Pequot leader named Wequash, but this transaction
was challenged by Uncas, the leader of the Mohegans, based upon his claim to the territory as
spoils from the Pequot War. In 1650 George Fenwick of Saybrook executed an agreement with
Uncas that paved the way for English settlement of what are now the towns of Guilford and
Madison. Madison began to assume a separate identity in 1705, when it was made a separate
parish known as East Guilford, a name it retained until town incorporation in 1826.
The inland parts of East Guilford/Madison were farming areas, but the parts closer to the
sea were engaged in a variety of maritime activities from the earliest years of settlement. There
have been numerous shipyards in Madison, and at least two major wharves were built out into
the Sound to accommodate merchant vessels. Tidal areas were conducive to the cultivation of
Spartina and other salt or brackish-water grasses. Animals were grazed on salt-hay meadows,
and salt hay was harvested for its commercial value as packing, insulation, and as an ingredient
in making coarser forms of paper. The former farmhouse, now the Nature Center, was
undoubtedly part of such a saltwater farm. The characteristic grid of drainage channels
associated with salt-hay cultivation were evident at the time of the 1934 Fairchild aerial
photograph (Figure 18), and extensive areas of salt marsh still make up much of the park today
(Photograph 4). At this point in the research, no particular individuals have been associated with
the farmhouse; the name “Scranton,” which appears on the 1852 map (Figure 14), was extremely
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common, so it could not be determined which of the dozens of Madison Scranton families was
associated with the site. (Scranton, Pennsylvania, is named for settlers from Madison).
Although beaches were not used intensively before becoming recreational destinations in
the late 19th and early 20th centuries, they were the site of fishing activities. The 1792 Blodget
map (Figure 11) notes a porpoise fishery off Hammonasset Beach, and Madison once had a
thriving dried cod industry (Platt 1964: 186). According to the 1946 reminiscence of Benjamin
Hand Scranton (Platt 1964: 185-87), Madison fishermen practiced hand-seining from the town’s
beaches, a communal activity involving several men. Once a likely school of fish was spotted,
men would rush to their boats and haul out a seine leaded with weights on one side and fitted
with floats on the other. The seine would be set so as to encircle the school of fish. Then the
seine would be hauled in by men or horses turning a capstan on the shore. Over 100,000 fish
could be obtained in one haul. Pound fishing, the other method used in Madison, superseded the
older seine method. A pound was a series of permanent nets set out in the Sound that channeled
fish into a central area, where they could be caught and hauled ashore as with the seine method.
One 19th-century pound off Hammonasset Beach was operated by the Williams brothers (Platt
1964: 206). Madison’s nets hauled huge numbers of menhaden (Brevoortia tyrannus), the fullbodied herrings also known as pogies, fatbacks, and mossbunkers.
Menhaden were processed in the fish houses that formerly dotted the shore in Madison
(Platt 1964: 186). The fish were boiled for their oil, a gallon of which required about 1,000 fish,
with the parts leftover dried and sold for fertilizer. There are two such fish houses within the
project area indicated on the 1868 map (Figure 15). Fish houses were typically small, utilitarian
structures; one Madison fish house (not in the project area) is known to have been made over
from a relocated Sabbath-day house, the informal structures erected at Congregational
meetinghouses where families could find shelter in between morning and afternoon services. At
the end of the 19th century, when the Remington Repeating Arms Company owned the beach
(see below), the ruins of one of the fish houses, referred to as a fish-oil factory, was still visible
(Dunn 1973).
In 1898 Remington came to Hammonasset because the company needed an 1,800-yardlong range to test a new rifle sight. The target was set up near the east end of the beach and the
rifles were mounted on a horse-drawn stone boat. In 1907 the company began purchasing
property along the beach for a permanent testing area, eventually acquiring 72 separate parcels,
including the farm. The property was used extensively for testing ammunition during World War
I.
Hammonasset was identified as a priority acquisition by the newly created Connecticut
State Parks and Forests Commission in 1914, but it was not until 1919 that funds became
available to actually purchase the land. The state lost no time in creating camp sites, parking
areas, roads, and a large pavilion that accommodated changing rooms and toilets; that pavilion
(Figure 20) lasted until 1967. The park was first opened to the public on July 18, 1920. The next
season, a restaurant called the Clam Shed was erected some 600 feet east of the Grand Pavilion,
to which it was connected by a boardwalk. In 1923 additional purchases of land almost doubled
the park’s size; that year, 228,700 visitors enjoyed the park. Sometime around 1900, at least four
families had built beach-side cottages at Hammonasset; these pre-existing cottages were relocated, along with a newly built cottage, to the Cedar Knoll area for use as rentals. Over the
years, additional amenities were added to the park, all of which have now disappeared without a
visible trace:
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1924 - Twelve canvas bungalows, later replaced by cabins, were built at the point for
weekly rentals. A 600-foot-long bench was built along the boardwalk.
1926 - The bench and boardwalk were extended another 400 feet.
1928 - Two bathhouse-locker buildings were erected east of the Clam Shack.
1930 - The Clam Shed was enlarged to seat 1,200 people, and the boardwalk, 16 feet
wide, reached a length of 2,300 feet.
1931 - Additional changing houses and toilets were built on the inland side of the road to
the point. An area with fireplaces and picnic tables was created where previously the
private cottage had stood.
1939 - A 1,700-foot-long boardwalk was built to replace the one swept away by the
Hurricane, and many damaged buildings had to be repaired.
1948 - The boardwalk was again replaced.
1955 - A stone breakwater was constructed at the east end of the beach, along with
sheetpile walls at the west end to channel Tom’s Creek. One of the latter was replaced in
the 1970s with the present west-end breakwater.
1958 - The bath facilities east of the Clam Shed were replaced.
During World War II, the park was closed to the public so that the Army Air Corps could
use it as an aircraft firing range. According to Dunn (1973), the planes took off from what is now
Bradley Airport in Windsor Locks, flew south over Clinton Harbor, fired at the target, and then
continued on over Long Island Sound. There is a report of one aircraft ditching “several hundred
yards offshore,” with pre-positioned boats rescuing the crew. Dunn refers to “wreckage” at the
site. It is possible that further research at the New England Air Museum, in Army aviation
records, and interviews with local aviation and crash-site enthusiasts could clarify the location of
the remains of the accident, which might be National-Register eligible because of the possibility
of yielding important information for aviation archaeology.
F. Previously Reported Archaeological Sites
Review of SHPO and OSA archaeological site files indicates that there are 33 previously
documented archaeological sites within the vicinity of the HBSP project area (see Figure 2;
Table 1). Two of these sites represent colonial-era standing structures, and one is an early
colonial/contact period Native American site. The remaining 30 sites are pre-Colonial Native
American sites and include camps, middens, fish weirs, burials, and a possible “sweat lodge.”
Sixteen of the documented sites are characterized as camp sites (see Table 1) and
generally represent small sites that were identified based on the recovery of a few stone tools
and/or stone tool-making debris. Most of these sites were identified by avocational
archaeologists collecting artifacts from plowed fields. Where such collections include hundreds
of tools, sites are often described as “villages” on the site forms, although in fact, these are more
likely locations of re-occupied camps. Eleven of the known sites are identified as midden sites.
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These sites represent shell heaps or dense buried horizons of discarded shell, sometimes
associated with artifacts. Such sites indicate the presence of nearby living areas. Three sites have
been defined as cemeteries based on the presence of human remains. These sites date to the
Woodland through Contact periods (ca. 3,000 to 350 years ago). One possible single burial (Site
27-14) is represented by a red ochre-stained feature without human remains.
Table 1. Known Archaeological sites in the vicinity of the HBSP project area
Site
Site Type
Period
Number
27-1
27-2
27-4
27-5
27-6
27-7
27-8
27-9
27-10
27-11
27-12
27-13
27-14
27-15
27-18
27-19
27-20
27-21
27-22
27-23
27-24
27-25
27-26
27-28
27-29
27-30
27-31
27-34
27-35
27-36
76-1
76-3
76-4

Midden
Camp
Cemetery
Camp
Camp
Cemetery
Camp
Fish weir
Cemetery
Camp
Sweat lodge?
Midden
Burial?
Camp?
Midden
Camp
Midden
Midden
Midden
Midden
Midden
Midden
Camp
Midden
Camp
Camp
Midden
Camp
Historic Structure
Camp
Camp
Camp
Unknown

Late Archaic, Woodland?
Late Archaic, Terminal Archaic, Woodland?
Woodland
Late Archaic, Woodland?
Late Archaic, Middle Woodland?
Late Woodland – Contact?
Unknown
Unknown
Woodland – Contact?
Woodland
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Contact?
Unknown
Late Contact
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Terminal Archaic – Woodland
Late Archaic – Early Woodland
Unknown
Late Archaic?
Late Archaic
18th Century
Unknown
Paleoindian – Woodland
Late Archaic – Contact
20th Century

Two of the reported sites (76-1 and 76-3) fall within the HBSP project area. According
to the site form, Site 76-1 is located “50 meters east of the mouth of Tom’s Creek.” The site,
which was identified by Lyent Russell, an avocational archaeologist, as he collected artifacts
along the beach, contained small-stemmed, side-notched, and triangular points, that likely
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represent a variety of Late Archaic types. More detailed descriptions of artifacts recovered from
Hammonasset Beach are referenced by Frank Glynn (Glynn 1969). Glynn discusses the erosion
of the beach after the 1955 hurricane and the subsequent dredging of sands from 900 feet
offshore in 16 to 18 feet of water (Figure 21). Site 76-1, then, is composed of dredged material
spread back over the beach, which included large amounts of clam and oyster shell, some
showing signs of evident burning. In 1956, many collectors reported finding stone tools from the
re-deposited sands on the beach. The Fred Miller collection included nearly 200 projectile points,
two dozen blades and scrapers, a dozen knives and ca. 100 flakes and debris (Figure 22) (Glynn
1969: 70). Glynn concluded that most of the material likely dated between about 6,000 and 4,000
years ago, although a Paleoindian fluted point was also recovered. This latter find predates
10,000 years ago.
In 1972, the avocational archaeologist Richard Bourn summarized a number of coastal
sites, including Hammonasset Beach (Bourn 1972). In 1977, he wrote a lengthy article carefully
describing the Miller and Bourn collections from Hammonasset Beach (Bourn 1977), which are
included as part of Site 76-1. Bourn made a number of important observations. First, about 90%
of the artifacts recovered are estimated to have originated from the dredges sediments. Second,
most of the artifacts were found along the northwestern half of the beach. Third, the few artifacts
recovered from the southeastern portion of the beach (closer to Meigs Point) were more water
worn. Fourth, artifacts were recovered from between the Mean Low Tide and about six feet
above Mean High Tide. Finally, some additional artifacts were found in the plowed field behind
the beach in 1972 (Bourn 1977: 18). Bourn’s assessments of the finds can be summarized briefly
by time period as follows: Paleoindian: 1; Late Paleoindian: 1 possible; Middle Archaic: 3;
Laurentian Late Archaic: 34; Narrow-Stem Late Archaic: 289; Terminal Archaic: 11; Early
Woodland: 5; late Woodland: 19; untyped: 6; drills: 4; knives: 38; and scrapers: 22. One antler
tool, 2 soapstone fragments, 2 hammerstones, 2 groundstone fragments, 8 notched weights, 63
blanks or preforms, 6 fire-cracked stones, 73 cores and 34 unworked flakes were also recovered.
The following finds were made on the plowed field: 1 water-worn Narrow-Stem Late Archaic
point, 4 Late Woodland points, 3 broken points, a stone hoe, a notched tool, 3 knives, a
triangular preform, 8 corers, 74 unworked flakes (all quartz), a fire-cracked rock and 2 worked
whelk shells (Bourn 1977: 30-31, Figure 20). Bourn notes that the water-worn point could have
originated from dredgings dumped in the marsh east of this area in the 1960s. Overall, Site 76-1
provides rich evidence for both inundated offshore Archaic period sites and the presence of
terrestrial Late Woodland sites within the park area. See Figure 22 (from Bourn) for a sample of
prehistoric artifacts from Site 76-1.
The second reported site within the HBSP project area is Site 76-3, described as lying “in
the marsh on the west side of the Hammonasset River, 500 feet south of the intersection of the
Boston Post Road.” The site file map places it within the northeastern park parcel along Boston
Post Road north of the Griswold Airport (see Figure 2). Little documentation exists for the site,
but Frank Glynn, who first reported the site, indicated it was Late Archaic in age. A third site is
apparently within the park though it is unclear if it corresponds with Site 76-1 or 76-3. In A
History of Hammonasset, it is reported that in 1970, during the construction of camping sites, a
large number of Indian artifacts, mostly arrowheads, were found (Dunn 1973).
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V.

RESULTS
The results of the Phase IB and Phase II archaeological surveys are presented below.

A. Phase IB Archaeological Testing
The Phase IB Archaeological Reconnaissance Survey of the first three priority areas was
conducted from November 25, 2013 until December 11, 2013, and included a total of 247 STPs
excavated in the West Beach Pavilion, the Meigs Point Nature Center, and the BURT areas. Of
those, 96 STPs (39%) contained artifacts. Forty-four (18%) contained only historic-period
artifacts, 17 (7%) produced only pre-Colonial Native American, and the remaining 35 (14%)
contained both pre-Colonial and historic-period finds. Soil integrity throughout the three project
areas was variable. Many intact locations were identified, but areas of heavily disturbed or wet
soil conditions were also noted. In June of 2014, AHS conducted Phase IB testing of a fourth
priority area: branch utility lines across the park.
A more detailed description of the testing areas, soils, and recovered cultural materials is
provided below, organized by project component.
A.1 West Beach Pavilion Project Area
AHS excavated 161 STPs in the West Beach Pavilion project area in the 2013 Phase IB.
This area includes a proposed leaching field, bus parking area, and basketball court (see Figures
1, 3 and 6). Twenty of the STPs were array pits placed at two-meter intervals around findspots
where additional evaluations of archaeological finds was necessary. Seven additional STPs were
placed off-transect south of the West Beach parking area.
Transects T1 through T13 were excavated in the proposed leaching field area (see Figure
6). The soils in this part of the Park were generally undisturbed. The stratigraphy consisted of a
dark yellowish-brown (10YR 4/4) to brown (10YR 3/3) fine sandy loam plowzone that ranged
from about 21 to 35 cm thick and sat atop a stratum of dark yellowish-brown (10YR3/6) to
strong brown (7.5YR 5/8) B2/1. The texture of the upper subsoil varied from a sandy loam to a
medium sand with gravel and it ranged from about 25-40 cm in thickness. In several of the test
pits in the leaching field area the B2/1 sat atop a layer of B2/2 soil consisting of brownish yellow
(10YR 6/6) to yellowish brown (10YR 5/6) silty medium to coarse sand with gravel. The
medium to coarse sand C horizon, which was encountered at depths ranging from 50 to 90 cm
below surface, ranged in color from light olive brown (2.5Y 5/4) to brownish yellow (10YR 6/6).
Soils in the proposed basketball court and bus parking areas were generally intact,
although some of the test pits excavated along transects T14 through T17 exhibited signs of
disturbance. Five of the test pits contained multiple fill strata, and six contained fill soils
overlying intact plowzone and subsoil contexts. The soils in this area tended to be very wet and
several of the test pits were terminated when the excavators encountered standing water at the
level of the B or C horizons. Where the STPs contained intact stratigraphy, it generally consisted
of a dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) to brown (10YR 3/3) fine sandy loam plowzone that
ranged from 21 to 35 cm thick and sat atop intact B2/1, B2/2, and C horizon soils. The upper
subsoil in this part of the project area consisted of dark yellowish-brown (10YR 3/6) to
yellowish-brown (10YR 5/6) sandy loam or medium to coarse sand that ranged from about 30 to
50 cm thick. Where encountered, the lower B2/2 horizon was brownish-yellow (10YR 6/6) to
yellowish-brown (10YR 5/6) in color and generally consisted of a silty medium to coarse sand
with gravel. The medium to coarse sand C horizon, which was encountered at depths ranging
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from 50 to 90 cm below surface, was light olive brown (2.5Y 5/4) to brownish-yellow (10YR
6/6) in color.
Sixteen of the 161 STPs in the West Beach Pavilion project area produced Native
American artifacts, primarily small quartz flakes (four of these pits also included some
unassociated historic-period materials). Four of the pits containing pre-Colonial materials, in the
location of the proposed leaching field, were further assessed with two-meter offset array pits
(see Figure 6); three of these areas produced a small amount of additional Native American lithic
material, and further Phase II Intensive Archaeological evaluation was recommended in these
three locations (see Figures 4 and 6). One of the areas also produced a small number of 19thcentury ceramics.
These three areas, along with an Early Archaic period St. Albans bifurcate point found
along the BURT line just across the park road to the west of the finds (see below), were
designated Site 76-14 (Table 2; Figure 5). The bifurcate point area was also recommended for
Phase II testing, but the project was redesigned by BL to avoid impact to this area.
Nine STPs east of the West Beach parking area produced pre-Colonial Native American
artifacts. The proximity of these finds to one another precluded the necessity of additional array
pits. One test pit in the area of the proposed basketball court produced a Late Woodland-period
quartz Levanna projectile point. Five areas here, including the Levanna point area, were
recommended for Phase II archaeological evaluation (see Figures 4 and 6). This site area was
later designated Site 76-13 (Table 3; Figure 5).

Test Pit

Table 2. Phase IB test pits and artifacts associated with Site 76-14
Recovered Cultural Materials
Depth
Soil Context

T5-4

1 quartz microflake, 1 clear curved glass

0-20 cm

T5-5

1 clear glass, 1 shell fragment, 4 red earthenware sherds

7-32 cm

T5-7

2 northern quahog shell fragment

4-29 cm

T6-7

1 quartz small angular debris

0-20 cm

T6-8

2 red earthenware sherds

0-36 cm

T7-6

1 quartz primary reduction flake

0-20 cm

T8-4

2 calcined bone fragments, 2 machine-cut nails, 1 iron
nut and bolt
1 machine-cut nail

6-27 cm

0-25 cm

T9-7

1 quartz primary reduction flake, 1 machine cut nail
fragment, 1 iron strap fragment, 1 clear curved glass
fragment
3 quartz flakes, 2 clear curved glass, 3 coal fragments

20-25 cm

T9-7

1 quartz flake

25-35 cm

T10-4

2 iron bottle cap fragments, 1 red earthenware sherd, 1
blue-edged pearlware sherd, 1 coal, 1 clear melted glass

6-28 cm

T9-4
T9-7
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4-26 cm

Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ao/Ap
(duff/plowzone)
Ao/Ap
(duff/plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ao/Ap
(duff/plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
B2/1
(upper subsoil)
Ap
(plowzone)

Test Pit

Recovered Cultural Materials

Depth

Soil Context
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
B2/1
(upper subsoil)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
B2/1
(upper subsoil)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
B2/1
(upper subsoil)
Ap
(plowzone)

T10-6

1 clear curved glass, 1 green curved glass

20-30 cm

T10-7

1 creamware sherd

5-22 cm

T25-22

1 quartz St. Albans bifurcate projectile point without tip

50-60 cm

A1

1 quartz flake

5-29 cm

A2

6-32 cm

A3

2 quartz microflake, 1 quartzite flake, 1 clear glass milk
bottle
1 calcined bone fragment, 2 brick fragments

A6

1 quartz preform fragment with cortex

5-24 cm

A9

1 nail fragment

5-29 cm

A10

2 eastern oyster shell fragments

40-50 cm

A12

1 blue transfer-printed whiteware

4-32 cm

A17

4-25 cm

A18

2 iron nail fragments, 1 iron spike, 1 window glass
fragment
6 green curved glass, 1 red earthenware sherd

A18

1 nail fragment

28-38 cm

A19

1 brick fragment

4-31 cm

Test Pit
T14-4

4-28 cm

5-28 cm

Table 3. Phase IB test pits and artifacts associated with Site 76-13
Recovered Cultural Materials
Depth
Soil Context
6-26 cm

Fill 1

T14-8
T15-5

1 quartz primary reduction debris, 1 quartz primary
reduction flake
1 red earthenware sherd
1 hand-painted polychrome underglaze pearlware sherd

5-10 cm
5-31 cm

T15-7

1 quartz microflake

6-29 cm

T15-9
T16-3

1 quartz microflake, 1 quartz primary reduction flake
1 iron nail

4-12 cm
3-27 cm

T16-5

1 quartz flake

31-41 cm

T16-7

1 quartz microflake, 1 quartz bifacial retouch flake

0-20 cm

T16-8

1 annular pearlware rim sherd

22-40 cm

Fill 1
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Fill 1
Ap
(plowzone)
B2/1
(upper subsoil)
Ap
(plowzone)
Buried Ap
(plowzone)
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Test Pit

Recovered Cultural Materials

Depth

Soil Context
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Fill 1
Ap
(plowzone)
Fill 1
Fill 2

T17-1

1 red earthenware sherd, 1 clear curved glass fragment

5-25 cm

T17-2

4-29 cm

T17-3

2 quartz flakes, 1 quartz flake with cortex, 2 quartz
primary reduction flakes
1 quartz primary reduction flake

T17-5

1 quartz flake proximal fragment

4-27 cm

T17-8
T17-9

1 gray-black chert thinning flake
1 quartz Levanna projectile point, 2 quartz primary
reduction flakes
1 quartz flake fragment
2 untyped pearlware sherds, 1 window glass fragment

J7
J8

4-29 cm

10-20 cm
23-43 cm
6-33 cm
12-22 cm

A.2 Meigs Point Project Area
AHS excavated 31 Phase IB STPs in the Meigs Point project area (Figures 3 and 7). The
soil stratigraphy in this part of the park was largely intact and consisted of Ap, B2/1, and C
horizon soils. The plowzone in the Meigs Point area generally consisted of dark grayish-brown
(10YR 3/2) to brown (10YR 4/3) fine sandy loam that extended to depths of 19 to 43 cm below
surface. The Ap sat atop a dark yellowish-brown (10YR 4/4) to yellowish-brown (10YR 5/6)
very fine sandy loam to medium sand B2/1 with gravel and cobbles. The C horizon, which was
encountered at depths ranging from 31 to 80 cm below surface, consisted of light olive brown
(2.5Y 5/4) to brownish yellow (10YR 6/6) fine to medium sand with gravel and cobbles. The
stratigraphy in STPs T21-1 was intact, but buried under a 20-cm deep layer of fill. The soils in
T22-3 were disturbed and consisted of a layer of plowzone that sat directly atop the C horizon.
Seventeen of the 31 STPs excavated in the Meigs Point area were sterile and 11 (35.5%)
test pits produced historic-period material representing a mixture of 19th-century remains
associated with the early agricultural use of Meigs Point, and 20th-century remains associated
with the public use of the state park. Seven test pits (22.6%) produced pre-Colonial Native
American lithic materials, mostly small quartz flakes. One STP included a calcined bone
fragment, most likely representing the remains of Native American food disposal, although it
could also be related to historic-period activities. The density of Native American finds in this
area precluded the necessity of additional arrays pits. AHS recommended that four areas undergo
Phase II Intensive archaeological evaluation (see Figures 4 and 6). Three of these are associated
with Native American artifacts and were designated Site 76-15, and the fourth, later designated
Site 76-16 (Figure 5), is a concentration of 19th-century artifacts associated with the historic
Meigs Point farmhouse, now the Park Nature Center (Photograph 5).
Table 4. Phase IB test pits and artifacts associated with Site 76-15
Test Pit
Recovered Cultural Materials
Depth
Soil Context
T18-3

10 animal bone fragments

0-20 cm

T18-4

1 quartz possible microflake, 1 window glass
fragment
1 quartz primary reduction flake

5-24 cm

T18-5
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0-34 cm

Ao/Ap
(duff/plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ao/Ap
(duff/plowzone)

Test Pit

Recovered Cultural Materials

Depth

Soil Context

T19-1

4-29 cm

Ap
(plowzone)

5-43 cm

T19-5

2 quartz small primary reduction debris, 3 brick
fragments, 4 iron screws, 2 wire nail fragments, 1
machine-cut nail fragment, 1 hook-shaped iron latch
1 quartz small primary reduction debris, 1 hookshaped iron latch, 1 shell fragment
1 quartz possible core, 1 quartz primary reduction
flake, 1 iron ferrule,
2 iron ferrule fragment, 1 iron fragment

T20-3

2 shell fragments

5-15 cm

T20-4

1 quartz primary reduction flake

5-15 cm

T21-4

1 window glass fragment

25-35 cm

T21-5

1 quartz flake, 1 quartz microflake, 1 nail

5-23 cm

T22-5

1 iron nail

5-15 cm

J226

1 quartz biface thinning flake

0-20 cm

J228

1 quartz flake

15-25 cm

J231

1 quartz flake

24-34 cm

J239

1 quartz flake

6-27 cm

J240

2 quartz flake, 1 black chert scraper fragment

3-34 cm

J242

1 quartz primary reduction flake, 1 quartz shatter

20-36 cm

J244

1 quartz microflake

4-20 cm

A80

1 quartz flake with cortex, 1 quartz microflake

20-40 cm

A81

2 quartz flakes with cortex, 1 black chert flake

26-41 cm

A83

1 quartz primary reduction flake

20-34 cm

A84

1 machine-cut nail

10-30 cm

Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
B2/1
(upper subsoil)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone
Ao/Fill 1
(duff/fill)
Buried Ap
(plowzone)
Buried Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Buried Ap
(plowzone)
Buried Ap
(plowzone)
Buried Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)

T19-3
T19-4
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4-24 cm
5-30 cm

Table 5. Phase IB test pits and artifacts associated with Site 76-16
Test Pit
Recovered Cultural Materials
Depth
T21-1

T21-2
T22-1

1 clear curved glass fragment, 1 window glass
fragment, 1 untyped whiteware sherd, 1
untyped porcelain sherd, 7 iron wire fragments,
3 nail fragments,
1 window glass fragment, 1 blue-green curved
glass fragment
2 wire nail fragments, 2 window glass
fragments, 1 untyped whiteware sherd

Soil
Context

5-20 cm

Fill 1

10-20 cm

Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)

6-29 cm

A.3 BURT
AHS excavated 56 STPs along sensitive portions of the BURT, three of which were array
pits around an isolated pre-Colonial Native American findspot (see Figures 3, 6 and 8). The soils
in the northern portion of the testable section of the BURT line, along T24, were generally
heavily disturbed. Only three of the test pits excavated along this transect contained intact soils:
T24-9 contained two layers of fill over intact B2/1 and C-horizon soils, T24-10 contained
apparently undisturbed stratigraphy consisting of a plowzone overlying B2/1, B2/2 and C strata,
and STP T24-13 contained intact Ap, B2/1, B2/2, and C strata buried below two layers of fill.
Where it was undisturbed, the stratigraphy included a plowzone layer of brown (10YR4/3) sandy
loam with coarse sand and gravel to about 34 cm below surface, overlying a B2/1 stratum of
yellowish-brown (10YR5/6) sandy loam with gravel to about 47 cm below surface. Below the
B2/1, a layer of B2/2 soil consisting of dark yellowish-brown (10YR 4/6) fine loamy sand with
gravel extended to approximately 85 cm below surface, and sat atop a yellowish-brown (10YR
5/8) fine to medium sandy C horizon.
Thirty-three (59%) of the 56 STPs excavated along the BURT line were sterile. Twentythree test pits (41.1%) (including the three array test pits) produced historic-period material.
AHS noted that the greatest density of 19th-century artifacts was identified in the northern
portion of the proposed trail, in the area of the old Park entrance. Test pit profiles indicate that
tested portions of this area have been heavily modified in historic times, but the artifacts suggest
that a 19th-century household once stood somewhere in the vicinity. Seven (12.5%) of the STPs
produced pre-Colonial Native American lithic artifacts, six of which also included unrelated
historic materials. One pre-Colonial findspot (T24-13, one quartz flake) was evaluated with
three additional array pits (A21-A23). While one of these pits (A22) produced a potentially
associated lithic find (a quartz microflake), the area was determined to be too disturbed to
indicate the presence of a potentially significant archaeological site. The other Native American
finds were also located in disturbed sediments, and do not reflect the presence of a potentially
significant site. The exception to this is a test pit (T25-22) located west of the proposed West
Pavilion leaching field area that produced an isolated quartz St. Albans bifurcate projectile point
from an undisturbed subsoil context. This ca. 9500-year-old artifact type is uncommon, and its
presence indicates a potentially significant archaeological site. Phase II Intensive Archaeological
evaluation was recommended at this location, which is within the bounds of Site 76-14,
identified initially in the West Pavilion leaching field area (see Figures 4 and 5). No other test
pits along the BURT line produced materials indicating a need for additional archaeological
testing.
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A.4 Proposed Branch Utility/Trunk Lines
AHS completed Phase IB Archaeological Reconnaissance Survey along portions of
proposed branch utility lines associated with planned Park infrastructure upgrades in the spring
of 2014 (Figures 24-31). Locations where proposed and existing utility lines overlapped were
not tested because of prior ground disturbance that would have negated the archaeological
significance of archaeological materials in these locations. Based on this preliminary mapping
analysis, the areas of utility work in potentially undisturbed portions of the park totaled 5460
linear meters. During testing, approximately 1365 meters were eliminated from testing because
of evident ground disturbance, often along road edges. Twenty-eight linear meters of proposed
testing within the bounds of Site 76-13 (proposed bus parking area at the West Pavilion were too
wet to test effectively. Finally, 550 meters of testable area were not tested because the proposed
electrical upgrades had already been installed (in the area of the new RV camping). The total
testable area was therefore reduced to about 3517 linear meters.
Areas of testing were pin-flagged in the field with a Trimble GPS and antenna with
spatial data imported from the GIS project. AHS excavated 253 STPs along transects of
proposed utility upgrades with the STPs spaced at 15-meter intervals. These pits were
supplemented with 64 array pits offset at 2-meter intervals on each side of isolated findspots,
bringing the total number of STPs excavated to 317. Archaeological testing included the
excavation of 253 shovel test pits placed at 15-meter intervals in testable areas along the
proposed utility lines and 64 array pits offset at 2-meter intervals around isolated findspots.
Of these, 174 STPs produced no archaeological material, or only modern debris such as
asphalt, aluminum and tin foil. Fifty-four test pits produced historic-period artifacts from the 18th
through early 20th centuries, 50 of the STPs produced only Native American artifacts, primarily
stone tool-knapping debris, and 31 pits contained included Native American and historic-period
finds. Five of the shovel test pits produced only faunal remains (primarily marine shell
fragments). Subsurface features were identified in three of the STPs. This Phase IB survey
resulted in the definition of four new site areas (76-17, 76-18, 76-19, and 76-20), as well as the
expansion (to the north) of existing Site 76-15 (see Figures 5, 24-31).
In total, AHS recovered 508 artifacts during Phase IB testing of the proposed utility lines.
The recovered pre-Colonial artifacts include 213 Native American lithic items and four pottery
sherds. A total of 413 historic-period artifacts, including ceramics, glass, metal artifacts, and
other miscellaneous items, also were recovered, along with 95 pieces of shell and bone that
cannot be conclusively attributed to a particular time period. Most of the artifacts were found in
relatively undisturbed plowzone horizons, and 24 pits produced Native American artifacts from
subsoil contexts. A few pre-Colonial artifacts were noted in disturbed contexts and cannot be
used to indicate the presence of ancient Native American activity. Diagnostic tools include a two
quartz Wading River points from Site 76-17 (ca. 4200 years old), a chert Snook Kill projectile
point from Site 76-18 (ca. 3500 years old), and an incised Native American ceramic sherd (ca.
1000 years old) (Photograph 6). Other tools include a chert scraper fragment from Site 76-15, a
chert projectile point tip from Site 76-18, a mudstone drill/awl fragment and quartz scraper from
Site 76-19, and a small quartz biface fragment from Site 76-20 (Photograph 6). Early historicperiod materials include two delftware sherds and a probable European flint flake from Site 7619, which likely date to the 17th or 18th centuries. Other historic materials appear to reflect
unpatterned 19th-century discard associated with the agricultural use of the park at that time.
These finds are not considered to signify the presence of important historic-period activity
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requiring further documentation. Table 6 summarizes the artifacts recovered from each of the
five sites during the Phase IB testing of branch utility lines.
Based on the results of the Phase IB testing of the branch utility lines, AHS
recommended Phase II Intensive Archaeological testing where artifacts were identified in
undisturbed contexts. AHS reviewed the data collected from the areas of proposed utilities
upgrades and has determined that approximately 1050 linear meters of proposed utility work
intercept areas where artifacts were recovered from undisturbed soil contexts. These locations,
within Sites 76-15, 76-17, 76-18, 76-19 and 76-20 (see Figures 32-36), were recommended for
Phase II survey to determine their National Register eligibility. To complete this work, AHS
recommended that up to 211 STPs be excavated along sensitive portions of the proposed utility
corridors at 5-meter intervals, the typical SHPO-mandated Phase II interval. These test pits
would increase the artifact sample from the areas previously identified and provide additional
information regarding soil integrity, data essential to assessing National Register eligibility. In
addition, three one-by-one meter excavation units were recommended at features identified
during the Phase IB testing, and up to three additional one-by-one meter excavation units should
be reserved, if needed, to investigate additional features that may be identified during the Phase
II survey.
After these recommendations were submitted (Harper 2014a), BL redesigned the branch
utility/trunk line configurations to avoid some of the areas recommended for Phase II testing.
Nineteen recommended Phase II STPs were removed from Site 76-15 (Figure 32), 16
recommended STPs were removed from Site 76-17 (Figure 33), five from Site 76-18 (Figure 34),
34 from Site 76-19 (Figure 35) and six from Site 76-20 (Figure 36). This reduces the
recommended Phase II testing in the branch/trunk line areas to 131 STPs.
Table 6. Recovered cultural materials by type, Phase IB testing of proposed branch
utility/trunk lines
Material Class
Site
Site
Site
Site
Site
76-15
76-17
76-18
76-19
76-20
Lithic
Native Ceramic
Historic Ceramic
Faunal
Metal
Glass
Misc. Historic
Historic Pipe
Total

16

37

42

1

26
6
11
11
8

31
4
13
18
9
2
119

17

99

110
4
15
85
21
8
19
1
263

8

1
1
10

A.5 Field Scatter
Phase IB testing also resulted in the recovery of 354 piece of cultural material that do not
fall within the bounds of the eight identified sites (76-13 through 76-20). This material, which
includes a mixture of historic-period, modern, and pre-Colonial period artifacts, was interpreted
as general, unpatterned field scatter related to the historic-period and modern-day use of the
HBSP area. The recovered artifacts were recovered primarily from plowzone and fill contexts.
The pre-Colonial portion of the assemblage includes seven pieces of quartz chipping debris.
Historic-period materials include ceramics, window and vessel glass, nails and other metal items,
animal bone, coal and slag. A number of calcined bone and shell fragments, which cannot be
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attributed to a particular time period, also were recovered. The modern materials found during
testing include toys, bottle glass, plastic fragments, aluminum foil, and other detritus associated
with the recent recreational use of the park. These finds were catalogues as 76-FSHBSP (see
Appendix IV).
B. Phase II Intensive Survey
AHS conducted the Phase II intensive investigations in August 2014, limited to 11 of the
13 loci identified in Phase IB testing within the three main project priority areas: the BURT line,
West Beach Pavilion area, and Meigs Point area (Figure 4). These 11 areas fall within Sites 7614, 76-15 and 76-16, designated after the Phase IB was completed (Figure 5). As stated above,
two of the Phase IB-recommended locations were removed from the proposed impact areas by
BL, thus Phase II investigations were not carried out in these two locations. The first of these
areas is in the western portion of BURT within Site 76-14, where a bifurcate point was found in
STP T25-22, across a park road from the proposed West Beach leaching field area. The second
area is located near the southern end of the proposed West Pavilion basketball court area within
Site 76-13, where a Levanna point was recovered from STP T17-9. Phase II testing included a
total of 230 shovel test pits, one 1x1-meter excavation unit, and two 1-meter x 50-centimeter
excavations units.
B.1 West Beach Pavilion Project Area
Site 76-13
During the Phase II investigation, AHS excavated a total of 84 STPs in four of the five
artifact concentrations identified within Site 76-13 during the Phase IB. The four areas tested
during the Phase II survey were designated Blocks A, B, C, and D (Figure 29). The fifth area, in
the southeast corner near the proposed basketball court, where a Levanna point was found in STP
T17-9 (see Figure 37), was eliminated from Phase II because it will no longer be impacted.
Block A, Site 76-13
Block A was defined in the Phase IB by STPs T17-2 and T17-3, which produced three
quartz primary reduction flakes, two quartz flakes, and a quartz flake with cortex. Phase II
testing in Block A included 15 STPs excavated along a five-meter grid laid over the area (see
Figure 37). Stratigraphic profiles indicate that the soil stratigraphy in Block A was largely
undisturbed and consisted of intact Ap, B, and C horizon soils (see sample test pit profiles in
Appendix III).
A total of 32 pre-Colonial artifacts were recovered (Table 7), the majority of which
(N=29; 90.6%) are quartz flakes, ranging from primary reduction flakes to microflakes, and
some with cortical platforms or cortex. In addition to the quartz flakes, the shovel-testing
resulted in the recovery of a felsite core and a split quartz cobble fragment from N80E35, as well
as a piece of angular quartz debris from N80E40. All of the cultural material was recovered from
plowzone contexts that ranged between 5 and 30 centimeters in depth. No temporally or
culturally diagnostic artifacts or features were identified.
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Table 7. Phase II Archaeological Test Pits and Recovered Pre-Colonial and Historic-period
Cultural Materials in Block A, Site 76-13
Test Pit
Recovered Cultural Materials
Depth
Soil Context
N60E35

1 quartz flake

5-20 cm

N60E40

2 quartz primary reduction flakes, 4 quartz flakes

5-32 cm

N65E30

1 quartz flake with cortical platform

10-20 cm

N65E40

5-29 cm

N70E40

1 quartz flake with cortical platform, 3 quartz flake, 1
quartz microflake
1 quartz flake, 1 crystal quartz microflake

13-26 cm

N75E30

1 crystal quartz flake, 1 quartz microflake

5-28 cm

N75E40

2 quartz flakes, 1 quartz microflake

5-26 cm

N80E30

1 quartz primary reduction flake, 2 quartz flakes, 2
crystal quartz microflakes
1 split quartz cobble fragment
1 felsite core, 2 quartz flakes, 1 quartz flake with
cortical platform
1 quartz flake with cortex, 1 quartz small angular
debris, 2 lead-glazed red earthenware sherds

10-30 cm

N80E35
N80E35
N80E40

4-13 cm
13-42 cm
4-29 cm

Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Buried Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Fill 1
Buried Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)

Block B, Site 76-13
Block B centered on Phase IB test pit T14-4, which produced two pieces of quartz
primary reduction debris. During the Phase II survey AHS excavated eight Phase II test pits
along a five-meter grid around T14-4 (see Figure 37). Many of test pits in Block B contained
disturbed soils and/or numerous fill layers (see Appendix III). Only one test pit, N55W5,
contained pre-Colonial material. The pit contained a quartz microflake and a sherd of red
earthenware that were recovered from a disturbed fill context. Modern refuse was found in
N45W10.
Block C, Site 76-13
Block C was established around Phase IB pits T17-5 and T16-5. T16-5 yielded a quartz
flake from the upper B2/1 subsoil and T17-5 produced a quartz flake proximal fragment from the
Ap. Phase II testing in this area included a total of 18 STPs that were excavated along a fivemeter grid around these findspots (see Figure 37). The soil profiles encountered in the Block C
STPs were generally undisturbed and consisted of intact Ap, B, and C horizon soils (see sample
test pit profiles in Appendix III).
Thirteen of the Phase II STPs in Block C yielded pre-Colonial materials, resulting in a
total of 37 Native American artifacts. Five of the test pits contained a mix of pre-Colonial and
historic-period cultural material (see Figure 37; Table 8). One STP, N35E40, produced a quartz
flake and a crystal quartz flake with a cortical platform from the B2/1 subsoil. The remainder of
the pre-Colonial cultural material from Block C was recovered from plowzone contexts. The vast
majority of the pre-Colonial assemblage from Block C is comprised of quartz flakes and debris
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(N=36; 97.3%). The exception is a quartz Levanna project point fragment from N40E40. This
artifact, which was found in the Ap, indicates a Late Woodland presence.
Table 8. Phase II Archaeological Test Pits and Recovered Pre-Colonial and Historic-period
Cultural Materials in Block C, Site 76-13
Test Pit
Recovered Cultural Materials
Depth
Soil Context
N30E30

1 quartz microflake, 1 quartz flake

5-25 cm

N30E40

1 quartz flake

5-25 cm

N35E15

2 crystal quartz microflakes, 1 quartz microflake, 1
clear curved glass, 2 nail fragments, 1 iron fragment
1 crystal quartz flake

5-30 cm

1 crystal quartz primary reduction flake, 1 quartz
microflake, 1 quartz primary reduction debris, 1 iron
nail shank, 1 wire nail
1 crystal quartz flake, 2 crystal quartz microflakes, 1
quartz microflake, 1 lead fragment
1 quartz flake with cortex, 2 quartz flakes, 2 quartz
microflakes
2 quartz microflakes

5-32 cm

N35E20
N35E25

N35E30
N35E35
N35E40
N35E40

5-20 cm

5-28 cm
5-30 cm
20-30 cm
30-40 cm

N40E25

1 quartz flake, 1 crystal quartz flake with cortical
platform
1 quartz primary reduction debris, 1 quartz small
angular debris
2 quartz flake, 1 quartz flake with cortex, 1 red plastic

N40E30

2 crystal quartz flake, 1 brass book clasp

10-30 cm

N40E40

1 quartz Levanna projectile point fragment, 2 quartz
flakes, 2 quartz primary reduction flakes, 1 crystal
quartz microflake

6-30 cm

N40E15

25-35 cm
5-33 cm

Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
B2/1
(upper subsoil)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)

Block D, Site 76-13
Block D focused on Phase IB test pits T15-7 and T16-9. STP T15-7 produced a quartz
microflake, and T16-9 yielded a quartz microflake and quartz bifacial retouch flake. All three
artifacts were found in the plowzone. Phase II testing in Block D included a total of 43 STPs
(see Figure 37). The majority of the test pits excavated in Block D contained apparently intact,
undisturbed soil stratigraphy consisting of Ap, B, and C horizon soils (see sample test pit profiles
in Appendix III).
The testing resulting in the recovery of 80 lithic artifacts which primarily include quartz
flakes, microflakes, and reduction debris (see Table 9). STP N15E0 also produced two Native
American pottery sherds, along with a quartz knife and a sherd of pearlware. Most of the preColonial cultural material was found in plowzone contexts. The exceptions include two quartz
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flakes found at the Ap/B2/1 interface and a quartz microflake that was recovered from the B2/1 in
STP N0E15, and a single quartz microflake found at the Ap/B2/1 interface in STP N5E25.
Table 9. Phase II Archaeological Test Pits and Recovered Pre-Colonial and Historic-period
Cultural Materials in Block D, Site 76-13
Test Pit
Recovered Cultural Materials
Depth
Soil Context
N0E0

1 quartz flake, 8 iron fragments

5-25 cm

N0E5

1 quartz small angular debris, 2 quartz flakes, 2 quartz
microflakes, 1 quarts primary reduction flake, 1
whiteware sherd
1 quartz primary reduction flake

5-27 cm

N0E10
N0E15

19-32 cm

N0E15

1 quartz flake with cortical platform, 2 nail fragments,
1 clear curved glass fragment
1 quartz microflake

29-33 cm

N0E20

1 quartz flake

5-24 cm

N0E25

5-30 cm

N0E30

1 quartz primary reduction flake, 1 quartz primary
reduction debris, 1 3 iron sheet fragments, 2 iron nail
fragments
1 quartz flake

N0E35

1 quartz microflake, 1 iron nail fragment

5-28 cm

N5E15

3 quartz flakes, 2 quartz flakes with cortex

10-30 cm

N5E25

1 quartz microflake

10-30cm

N10E5

1 black-glazed red earthenware sherd

5-28 cm

N10E10

1 crystal quartz flake

17-38 cm

N10E20

1 quartz flake, 1 quartz microflake, 1 quartz flake with
cortical platform, 1 hand-wrought nail fragment
2 quartz flakes with cortical platform, 2 crystal quartz
microflakes
2 quartz microflakes, 1 quartz flake, 1 quartz biface
thinning flake
1 crystal quartz primary reduction flake

4-27 cm

N10E25
N10E30
N10E35
N15E0
N15E10
N15E15

1 quartz flake knife, 2 Native American pottery sherds,
1 annular pearlware sherd
1 quartz primary reduction flake, 1 quartz biface
fragment, 1 crystal quartz microflake
2 quartz primary reduction flakes, 1 quartz flake
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5-29 cm

5-26 cm

10-30 cm
10-29 cm
4-20 cm
0-28 cm
5-36 cm
5-23 cm

Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Buried Ap
(plowzone)
Ap/B2/1
(interface)
B2/1
(upper subsoil)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap/B2/1
(interface)
Ap
(plowzone)
Buried Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)

Test Pit

Recovered Cultural Materials

Depth

Soil Context
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)

N15E20

2 crystal quartz microflakes

5-28 cm

N20E0

3 quartz microflakes, 1 quartz primary reduction flake

20-30 cm

N20E5

4-28 cm

N20E20

2 quartz primary reduction flakes, 2 quartz
microflakes, 2 crystal quartz microflakes
2 quartz microflake, 1 quartz flake, 1 quartz small
angular debris
1 crystal quartz microflake, 1 quartz primary reduction
flake
1 quartz flake

N20E25

1 crystal quarts flake

0-30 cm

N25E0

2 quartz microflakes

20-32 cm

N25E5

4-20 cm

N25E10

1 quartzite primary reduction flake, 1 quarts primary
reduction flake, 1 quartz flake, 1 crystal quartz shatter,
1 crystal quartz flake
1 crystal quartz flake

N25E20

1 crystal quartz flake, 2 quartz flakes

4-30 cm

N25E25

1 quartz flake

10-20 cm

N25E30

1 red earthenware sherd with clear glaze

0-30 cm

N20E10
N20E15

5-20 cm
4-30 cm
10-20 cm

4-30 cm

Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)
Ap
(plowzone)

In total, Phase I and II testing at Site 76-13 yielded a total of 216 pre-Colonial and
historic period artifacts, predominantly lithic debitage (see Tables 7-10). Quartz (N=134; 79.8%)
and crystal quartz (N=30; 17.9%) are the most common raw material types in the lithic
assemblage, which also includes two pieces of quartzite primary reduction debris, a chert flake
and a felsite core (Table 10).
An analysis of the lithic debitage from Site 76-13 provides information about the types of
tool-making activities carried out at the site. The general sub-classes of lithic debitage include
primary reduction debris, large angular debris and cores, small angular debris, flakes and blades,
and microflakes and shatter. Primary reduction debris includes any debitage with the remains of
cortex, ranging from large angular fragments to small flakes. This type of lithic debitage
indicates that recently acquired raw materials were being worked on site. Large angular debris
and core fragments also indicate early-stage tool manufacture on the site. The sub-class of small
angular debris, which includes blocky fragments in the 1- to 3-centimeter range, also reflects
relatively early-stage tool reduction activities. Flakes are a general category representing
relatively long, thin fragments of raw material measuring over 1 centimeter in length. While a
variety of flake categories are included in the subclass, they all generally reflect later stage
knapping of prepared bifaces, although they may also result from tool resharpening. Finally, the
category of microflakes and shatter reflects knapping debris that is less than one centimeter in
length. This type of flake is generally produced in the final stages of tool manufacture.
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The quartz lithic assemblage from Site 76-13 includes a range of debitage types (see
Table 10), from primary reduction debris (N=41; 30.6%) to small angular debris (N=4; 3%) to
flakes (N=52; 38.8%), to microflakes and shatter (N=32; 23.9%), suggesting that all stages of
quartz lithic reduction were carried out at the site. It is likely that the people who occupied the
site were making tools from recently collected quartz cobbles, perhaps from the nearby beach.
The crystal quartz assemblage includes a greater percentage of flakes (N=10; 33.3%) and
microflakes and shatter (N=17; 56.7%) than primary reduction debris (N=3; 10%). This may
indicate that the early stages of crystal quartz reduction were carried out off-site, and partially
finished forms were brought to the site for the later stages of reduction and tool-making.
However, the crystal quartz assemblage is relatively small, making a definitive interpretation
difficult.
Table 10. Major debitage classes by raw material type at Site 76-13, Phase I and II
Total
Artifacts
Material

Primary
Reduction

Large
Angular
Debris and
Cores

Small
Angular
Debris

Microflakes
and Shatter

Flakes

Other

Count

%

Count

%

Count

%

Count

%

Count

%

Count

%

Count

%

Quartz

134

79.8

41

30.6

0

0

4

3

52

38.8

32

23.9

5

3.7

Crystal
Quartz

30

17.9

3

10

0

0

0

0

10

33.3

17

56.7

0

0

Quartzite

2

1.2

2

100

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Felsite

1

0.6

0

0

1

100

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Chert

1

0.6

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

100

0

0

0

0

Totals

168

100

46

27.4

1

0.6

4

2.4

63

37.5

49

29.2

5

3

In addition to the lithic debitage, the pre-Colonial assemblage at Site 76-13 also includes
two Native American pottery sherds and two Levanna points, both of which point to a Late
Woodland period occupation. The Levanna point from T17-9, is included in the boundary of Site
76-13, but the area immediately around it, south of Block D, was not tested in the Phase II
because it will be preserved.
B.2 Site 76-14
A total of 61 STPs were excavated in Phase II investigations at this site in the area of the
proposed West Beach Pavilion leaching field (Figure 38). The Phase II testing focused on the
three blocks identified in the Phase IB survey east of the BURT line (see Figure 38). The area
around STP T25-22, where a bifurcate point was found in the BURT line, was not examined
because it will not be impacted by the proposed project. This area is included in the bounds of
Site 76-14.
Block A, Site 76-14
Block A is the northernmost block tested in Site 76-14 during the Phase II survey. Block
A surrounded four positive Phase IB pits, including T9-7 and the surrounding array pits, A1, A2,
and A3 (see Figure 38). The soil stratigraphy in Block A was largely undisturbed, with intact Ap,
B, and C horizons (see sample test pit profiles in Appendix III). Phase II testing in Block A
included a total of 21 STPs.
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Nine of the Phase II STPs produced a total of 16 pre-Colonial artifacts (Table 11). The
majority of the recovered pre-Colonial artifacts (N=15; 93.8%) were pieces of quartz chipping
debris, but a complete Brewerton eared-triangle projectile point also was recovered. This point
type is associated with the Late Archaic Period (6,000-2,700 BP). Most of the pre-Colonial
artifacts found in Block A were recovered from the plowzone, but three artifacts were found in
subsoil contexts: a quartz retouched flake in N0E0, two quartz flakes in N5E10, and the
projectile point in S5E0.
Table 11. Phase II Archaeological Test Pits and Recovered Pre-Colonial and Historicperiod Cultural Materials in Block A, Site 76-14
Test Pit
Recovered Cultural Materials
Depth
Soil Context
N0E0

1 quartz retouched flake

30-40 cm

N0E5

5 oyster shell fragments, 3 nails

20-32 cm

N0E10

4-25 cm

N5E10

1 quartz flake, 2 calcined bone, 1 coal ash
fragment, 1 red earthenware sherd, 1 iron spike, 3
rubber fragments
1 quartz flake, 1 clear, curved glass, 1 .22 caliber
cartridge
1 quartz microflake, 2 calcined bone, 1
creamware sherd
2 quartz flake

25-35 cm

N10E0

1 quartz primary reduction flake

5-20 cm

N10E5

1 quartz microflake

20-25 cm

N10W5

1 quartz flake with cortex

4-29 cm

S5E0

1 red earthenware sherd

4-30 cm

S5E0

1 chert Brewerton eared triangle projectile point

50-60 cm

S5E5

4-24 cm

S5W5

1 quartz microflake, 1 quartz small angular
debris, 1 brick fragment
4 red earthenware sherds

S10E5

4 iron bottle cap fragments

4-20 cm

N5E0
N5E10

5-20 cm
5-25 cm

0-20 cm

B2/1
(upper subsoil)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
B2/1
(upper subsoil)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
B2/1
(upper subsoil)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ao-Ap
(Duff/plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)

Block B, Site 76-14
Block B centered on Phase IB STP T7-6 (see Figure 38), which produced a quartz
primary reduction flake, and array pit A6, which yielded a quartz preform fragment with cortex.
Both artifacts were recovered from the plowzone. Phase II testing in Block B included 12 STPs,
but the only additional cultural materials recovered were asphalt and modern bottle glass from
STP S10E25.
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Block C, Site 76-14
Block C is the southernmost block in Site 76-14 (See Figure 38) and it focused on Phase
IB STP T10-4 and array pits A17 through A20, which produced a cluster (N=19) of historicperiod artifacts including red earthenware, pearlware, clear window glass, curved green glass,
melted clear glass, coal, iron bottle caps, nail fragments, an iron spike and brick. Based on
historic maps, there may have been a possible historic fish house in this area (see Figure 15).
Phase II testing included 28 shovel test pits, excavated to look for additional evidence of
the potential fish house. The soil stratigraphy in Block C appeared to be largely intact and
included a brown (10YR 4/3) to dark yellowish-brown (10YR 4/4) fine sandy loam plowzone
that ranged from about 23-42 cm in depth and sat atop B2/1, B2/2 and C horizon soils. The B2/1
soils in Block C were generally yellowish-brown (10YR 5/6) to strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) in
color and consisted of fine sandy loam with traces or coarser sand and gravel. Below this
stratum, which extended to depths of about 50 to 75 cm below surface, the medium to coarse
sand with gravel C horizon varied widely in color.
Seventeen of the Phase II pits produced a total of 59 pieces of historic-period cultural
material, primarily iron nails (N=30), along with coal, one melted clear glass fragment, six
ceramic sherds (red earthenware, pearlware, porcelain), a kaolin pipe bowl fragment, and four
blue-green window glass fragments (Table 12). Overall, the historic-period artifact density in
Block C is very low and may represent general historic-period scatter, rather than a distinct site.
However, such a site would not necessarily be expected to contain a high artifact density as it
was likely only used occasionally and for one specific purpose. AHS found no artifacts or
features to suggest the presence of a fish house during the Phase II testing and it is unlikely that
additional testing would yield further information.
A small number of pre-Colonial materials also were recovered from plowzone contexts in
Block C, intermixed with historic materials (see Table 12). A Terminal Archaic-period chert
Broadspear projectile point and a quartz flake were found in STP S35W10, a quartz microflake
was found in the plowzone in STP S40E0, and a quartz microflake was recovered from the
plowzone in STP S45W10. Eight pieces of calcined bone, recovered from the plowzone in STPs
S35E0, S35W10, S45E0, S45W15, S50E0, and S50W10 may be pre-Colonial or historic.
Table 12. Phase II Archaeological Test Pits and Recovered Pre-Colonial Cultural Materials
in Site 76-14, Block C
Test Pit
Recovered Cultural Materials
Depth
Soil
Context
S30E0

1 iron nail shank

10-29 cm

S35E0

1calcined bone

5-25 cm

S35E5

2 machine-cut nail fragments, 1 iron sheet
fragment
1 machine-cut nail

5-20 cm

1 quartz flake, 1 calcined bone, 1 chert
Broadspear projectile point, 2 iron nail shanks,
4 wire nails, 1 hand-wrought shoeing nail, 1 red
earthenware sherd, 1 burnt refined earthenware
sherd, 1 white glass button fragment

5-24 cm

S35W5
S35W10
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5-25 cm

Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)

Test Pit

Recovered Cultural Materials

Depth

Soil
Context

S35W15

1 nail, 1 coal fragment, 1 clear curved glass
fragment
1 quartz microflake, 1 clear melted glass, 2 iron
nails
1 blue shell edged pearlware sherd, 1 iron
washer
1 iron nail shank, 1 t-headed nail

4-29 cm

S45E0

2 calcined bone fragments

5-23 cm

S45E5

1 kaolin pipe bowl fragment, 1 red earthenware
sherd, 3 nails
1 quartz microflake, 1 blue hand-painted
underglaze pearlware sherd, 2 iron nails, 2
window glass fragments, 1 brick fragment
1 calcined bone fragment, 1 porcelain sherd, 1
iron nail fragment
1 calcined bone fragment, 1 machine-cut nail

5-30 cm

Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)

2 calcined bone fragments, 6 nail fragments, 1
read earthenware sherd, 1 window glass
fragment, 1 blue-green curved glass fragment, 1
clear curved glass fragment
1 coal fragment, 1 machine-cut nail

5-23 cm

S40E0
S40W10
S40W15

S45W10

S45W15
S50E0
S50W10

S50W15

5-23 cm
5-25 cm
5-34 cm

5-30 cm

4-23 cm
5-20 cm

5-20 cm

Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)

Ap
(Plowzone)

In total, Phase I and II testing at Site 76-14 yielded a total of 175 artifacts, including 30
pieces of pre-Colonial material, 121 historic-period artifacts, and 24 pieces of shell and calcined
bone that could not be assigned to a temporal period. The pre-Colonial materials at Site 76-14
include quartz debitage representing all stages of lithic reduction, as well as a chert Broadspear
point associated with the Terminal Archaic Period (ca. 3,800-2,700 BP) and a chert Brewerton
eared triangle projectile point that is associated with the Late Archaic Period (ca. 6,000-3,400
BP). The majority of the pre-Colonial materials (N=12; 75%) were recovered from plowzone
contexts in Block A.
Historic-period materials include a mixture of domestic items like ceramics, glass
fragments, and coal, as well as a large quantity of nails and nail fragments (N=34), and a smaller
number of other iron artifacts (N=6). While it is possible that these materials could be related to
an historic fishing shack, the lack of identified cultural features and the low artifact density
across the site area suggests that it is more likely that they represent general field scatter.
B.2 Meigs Point Area
Site 76-15
Site 76-15 was identified on the large grassy parking area east/northeast of the Meigs
Point Nature Center (Figures 7 and 39). Based on the results of Phase IB testing, three areas were
identified as potentially significant for the purposes of Phase II testing; these areas were
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designated Blocks A, B, and C. Phase II testing in the Meigs Point portion of the project area
included the excavation of 76 shovel test pits, as well as one 1x1-meter excavation unit and two
1-meter x 50-centimeter excavation units that were excavated at the location of a subsurface
feature in Block B (see Figure 39), and discussed in greater detail below.
Block A, Site 76-15
Block A, which was excavated in the north portion of the Meigs Point project area,
included eight shovel test pits placed around Phase IB STP T21-5, which yielded a quartz flake,
a quartz microflake, and a nail from the plowzone. The integrity of the soils in Block A was
generally good and the stratigraphy consisted of a layer of plowzone atop B2/1 and C horizon
soils. The plowzone in Block A ranged from about 20-30 cm in thickness and generally consisted
of dark brown (10YR 3/3) fine sandy loam with gravel and cobbles. Below this stratum, the B2/1
consisted of a yellowish-brown (10YR 5/6) to brownish-yellow (10YR 6/8) loamy fine sand with
coarse sand, gravel and cobbles. The C horizon in this part of the project area was generally
encountered between 56 and 75 cm below surface. The medium to coarse sand C horizon
contained dense cobbles and varied in color from light gray (2.5Y 7/2) and strong brown (7.5YR
5/6).
Phase II testing in Block A resulted in the recovery of an additional 33 pieces of cultural
material including 11 pre-Colonial artifacts and 22 historic-period items. Recovered preColonial materials include a sherd of mineral-tempered Native American pottery, associated with
the Woodland Period, nine pieces of quartz chipping debris, and one piece of crystal quartz small
angular debris (Table 13). Historic-period artifacts include primarily nails and coal fragments.
Table 13. Phase II Archaeological Test Pits and Recovered Pre-Colonial and HistoricPeriod Cultural Materials in Site 76-15, Meigs Point, Block A
Test Pit
Recovered Cultural Materials
Depth
Soil
Context
N30W30

1 quartz flake, 1 quartz primary reduction
debris, 1 crystal quartz small angular debris, 1
mineral-tempered Native American pottery
sherd with smoothed interior, 10 coal
fragments, 1 brass fragment
2 quartz flakes, 2 wire nails

5-24 cm

Ap
(Plowzone)

5-29 cm
5-22 cm

N35W40

1 quartz flake, 1 quartz flake with cortical
platform, 1 machine-cut nail, 2 nail shanks, 1
coal fragment, 1 plastic fragment
1 brass sheet fragment

Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)

N40W30

2 quartz flakes

4-20 cm

N40W35

1 quartz small angular debris, 2 northern
quahog shell fragments
1 iron strap fragment

3-24 cm

N30W35
N35W30

N40W40
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4-20 cm

3-21 cm

Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)

Block B, Site 76-15
Shovel Test Pits
Block B was located in the eastern portion of the Meigs Point portion of the project area.
Phase II investigations in this area included 59 shovel test pits and focused on the areas
surrounding several Phase IB STPs that produced pre-Colonial artifacts (see Figure 39). The soil
integrity in this part of the project area was generally good and consisted of plowzone overlying
strata of B2/1, B2/2, and C horizon soil. The Ap in Block B generally consisted of brown (10YR
4/3) to dark yellowish-brown (10YR 4/4) fine sandy loam with traces of coarse sand and gravel
and it ranged from about 20 to 35 cm in thickness. This stratum sat atop a layer of yellowishbrown (10YR 5/6) to brownish-yellow (10YR 6/6) loamy fine sand B2/1 that extended to depths
of about 45 to 80 cm below surface. Where encountered, the B2/2 horizon consisted of yellow
(10YR7/6) to brownish-yellow (10YR 6/6) fine to very fine sand. The C horizon in Block B was
encountered at depths ranging from 57 to 100 cm below surface. This stratum consisted of light
gray (2.5Y7/2 to pale yellow (2.5Y 7/4) fine to very fine sand.
A total of 315 pieces of cultural material were recovered from the Phase II STPs in Block
B (Table 14). The recovered materials include 53 pre-Colonial lithic artifacts, 239 pieces of
historic-period and modern cultural material, and 22 shell fragments and one piece of calcined
bone that cannot be conclusively attributed to a particular time period.
Table 14. Phase II Archaeological Test Pits and Recovered Pre-Colonial and HistoricPeriod Cultural Materials in Site 76-15, Meigs Point, Block B
Test Pit
Recovered Cultural Materials
Depth
Soil Context
N0E5

1 quartz flake, 6 whelk shell fragments, 1 nail shank,
1 coal fragment, 1 clear curved glass fragment,
1pearlware sherd
1 crystal quartz microflake

4-23 cm

Ap
(Plowzone)

4-26 cm
3-23 cm

N0E25

1 crystal quartz flake with cortical platform, 1
window glass fragment, 1 brick fragment, 1 coal
fragment
1 quartz flake, 1 coal fragment, 2 wire nails, 4 .50
caliber machine gun belt fragment, 1 window glass
fragment, 1 red earthenware sherd
1 quartz flake with cortical platform

Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)

N0E25

1 quartz flake, 3 coal fragments, 2 shell fragments

25-35 cm

N0W5

2 wire nail fragments, 1 machine-cut nail fragment

4-25 cm

N0W10

2 wire nails, 1 red earthenware sherd

4-23 cm

N0W15

1 shell fragment

4-23 cm

N5E30

1 quartz flake, 1 crystal quartz flake, 1 brass sheet
fragment, 1 window glass fragment
1 machine-cut nail fragment, 1 .30-caliber bullet

5-25 cm

N0E10
N0E15

N0E20

N5W5
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4-24 cm

Ap
(Plowzone)

4-25 cm

Ap
(Plowzone)
B2/1
(Upper subsoil)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)

5-21 cm

Test Pit

Recovered Cultural Materials

Depth

Soil Context
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)

N5W15

1 quartz flake, 2 window glass fragments

5-28 cm

N11W5

4-32 cm

N12E10
N12E10
N12E20

2 crystal quartz flakes, 2 water-worn brown glass
fragments, 6 water-worn clear glass fragments, 4
clear curved glass fragments, 10 water-worn bluegreen glass fragments, 1 brick fragment, 2 .50-caliber
brass cartridge fragments, 2 .50-caliber iron machine
gun belt fragments
1 quartz flake, 2 wire nail shanks, 1 aluminum pull
tab fragment, 2 clear curved glass fragments
1 calcined bone fragment, 3 nail shanks, 1 wire nail,
2 window glass fragments,
1 window glass fragment, 6 wire nails, 3 sheet iron
fragments
1 quartz flake, 2 whelk shell fragments, 10 wire
nails, 2 roofing nails, 1 iron staple, 1 iron bolt shank,
3 iron screws, 1 brass lightbulb base, 1 drinking glass
fragment, 1 clear curved glass fragment,
5 wire nails, 1 iron screw, 6 mortar fragments, 7
wood fragments
3 brick fragments
1 quartz flake
1 pearlware sherd, 1 clear curved glass fragment

N15E25

1 possible hornfels flake, 1 whiteware sherd

5-32 cm

N15E25

2 possible hornfels microflake, 1 possible hornfels
flake, 1 quartz primary reduction flake, 1 quartz
microflake, 3 fire-cracked rock
3 possible hornfels flakes, 1 quartz small primary
reduction debris
1 quartz flake, 1 crystal quartz microflake, 7 .50caliber iron machine gun belt fragments
1 wire nail, 4 iron sheet fragments, 1 .22-caliber lead
bullet
1 quartz flake, 1 window glass fragment

32-42 cm

1 crystal quartz microflake, 1 quartz small angular
debris, 1 quartz small primary reduction debris, 1
quartz primary reduction flake
6 soft shell clam shell fragments

5-32 cm

N11W10
N12E0
N12E5
N12E10

N12E10

N15E25
N15E30
N20E15
N20E30
N25E20

N25E20
S5E0
S5E5
S5E10

5-28 cm

6-30 cm

Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Fill 1

30-50 cm

Fill 1

60 cm
70-80 cm
5-33 cm

Fill 2
Fill 3/C
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
B2/1
(Upper subsoil)

5-28 cm
5-26 cm

52-62 cm
6-30 cm
4-20 cm
6-20 cm

32-42 cm

1 quartz flake, 1 quahog shell fragment, 1 coal
fragment, 1 cuprous fragment, 1 nail shank
1 nail shank, 1 brass sheet fragment

4-22 cm

1 blue transfer-printed whiteware, 1 plain whiteware,
window glass fragments, 1 clear curved glass
fragment, 1 class tumbler rim fragment

4-25 cm
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5-24 cm

B2/1
(Upper subsoil)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
B2/1
(Upper subsoil)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)

Test Pit

Recovered Cultural Materials

Depth

Soil Context
Ap
(Plowzone)
B2/1
(Upper subsoil)
Ap
(Plowzone)

S5E25

2 shell fragments, 1 brass sheet fragment

5-20 cm

S5W5

1 quartz microflake

30-40 cm

S5W15

4-23 cm

S9E5

1 crystal quartz microflake, 5 wire nails, 9
yellowware sherds, 1 cuprous wire fragment, 1 coal
fragment, 1 green curved glass fragment
1 quartz primary reduction debris, 2 .50-caliber
machine gun belt fragments, 1 iron screw,
1 quahog shell fragment, 1 oyster shell fragment, 2
clear curved glass fragments, 7 iron sheet fragments,
6 nail shanks, 2 barbed wire fragments
1 quartz microflake, 1 pearlware sherd

S15E0

1 quartz flake

4-25 cm

S15E0

1 quartz flake

40-50 cm

S15E5

1 iron screw, 2 wire nails, 8 .50-caliber machine gun
belt fragments
3 .50-caliber machine gun belt fragments, 1 .50caliber cartridge, 1 1944 penny, 2 roofing nails, 3
iron wire fragments, 2 cuprous wire fragments, 1
clear curved glass fragment, 1 green curved glass
fragment, 1 plastic fragment
1 red earthenware sherd, 1 .50-caliber machine gun
belt fragment
9 whiteware sherds, 9 .50-caliber machine gun belt
fragments
2 iron sheet fragments, 1 iron ferrule, 2 wire nail
shanks, 2 iron clothespin springs
2 quartz primary reduction flakes, 1 crystal quartz
flake

5-33 cm

S9W15
S9W15

S15E10

S15W5
S15W15
S20E5
S20W5

3-28 cm

Ap/Fill 1

28-34 cm

Ap
(Plowzone)

5-29 cm

Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
B2/1
(Upper subsoil)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)

5-28 cm

4-20 cm
4-25 cm
5-29 cm
5-27 cm

Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)

Excavation Units N14E24, N14E25, and N15E24 and Feature 1
A possible feature (Feature 1) and a concentration of pre-Colonial artifacts were
identified in STP N15E25 (see Figure 39). The recovered artifacts included three pieces of quartz
chipping debris, 11 pieces of possible hornfels chipping debris, three fragments of fire-cracked
rock (FCR), and a piece of whiteware. With the exception of the whiteware and a single possible
hornfels flake, which came out of the plowzone, all of the cultural material was recovered from
the B2/1 subsoil. The feature appeared in the southwest corner of the test pit as a dark stain that
extended from the Ap/B2/1 interface at 32 cm to a depth of 67 cm below surface (see Appendix III
for the test pit profile).
Based on the high artifact count and the presence of a possible feature, we decided to
open a 1x1-meter excavation unit. Unit N14E24 was excavated southwest of the original STP to
explore the nature and extent of the possible feature. A total of 33 pre-Colonial lithic artifacts
was recovered from N14E24 including quartz, crystal quartz, chert, and possible hornfels
chipping debris, as well as a possibly polished stone manuport, suggesting a cultural origin, not
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natural (Table 15). Thirteen artifacts were recovered from the plowzone, one was recovered from
the Ap/B2/1 interface, 15 artifacts were found in the subsoil, and four came out of the possible
feature. A scatter of historic-period artifacts was also recovered from the plowzone (see Table
14).
Feature 1 was visible at the interface in northeast quadrant of unit N14E24. Thirteen
(40%) of the artifacts found in the excavation unit came from this quadrant. A soil sample was
collected from Feature 1 for flotation in AHS’s laboratory. The floated sample produced a
possible hornfels microflake, 9 charred nut fragments, and a piece of charred wood (see artifact
inventory catalogue in Appendix IV).
Two additional 1-meter x 50-centimeter units were then opened to the north and east of
N14E24 to expose more of Feature 1. Unit N15E24 yielded 12 pre-Colonial lithic artifacts and a
sherd of creamware. The creamware sherd, a quartz primary reduction flake, and two possible
hornfels flakes were recovered from the Ap. The B2/1 in N15E24 produced a piece of fire-cracked
rock, five possible hornfels flakes, and two possible hornfels microflakes. The feature soil, which
was excavated and screened separately, produced one possible hornfels flake. The second halfmeter unit, N14E25, was excavated immediately east of N24E14. The artifact count in this unit
was much lower, and included only two quartz flakes that were recovered from the plowzone.
At the level of the Ap/B2/1 interface (36 cm below surface), Feature 1 appeared as an
amorphous stain that measured approximately 50x70 centimeters. As the excavation of the
feature proceeded, the shape of the stain changed, but it remained amorphous. The feature soil
extended to a depth of approximately 67 cm below surface. A second soil stain became visible in
the SE quadrant of N14E24 at 70 cm below surface. This stain was also excavated and
determined to be an animal burrow. Once Feature 1 was completely excavated, it became clear
that the animal burrow had intruded into the feature, distorting its shape.
Despite the fact that part of Feature 1 was disturbed by animal activity, the presence of a
soil stain, the high artifact density including fire-cracked rock and charred nut shell and wood
fragments suggests that Feature 1 is cultural. Due to this disturbance, it was not possible to
determine the original shape or function of Feature 1, but the presence of fire-racked rock and
charred botanicals suggest that it may have originally been a hearth.
Table 15. Recovered Cultural Materials in STP N15E25 and Units N14E24, N15E24, and
N14E25, Site 76-15
Unit/STP
Quad
Recovered Cultural Materials
Depth
Soil Context
N15E25

SW

1 possible hornfels flake, 1 whiteware sherd

5-32 cm

N15E25

SW

32-42 cm

N15E25

SW

N14E24

NE

N14E24

NW

N14E24

SE

2 possible hornfels microflakes, 1 possible
hornfels flake, 1 quartz primary reduction flake,
1 quartz microflake, 3 fire-cracked rock
3 possible hornfels flakes, 1 quartz small
primary reduction debris
1 crystal quartz flake with cortical platform, 1
quartz primary reduction flake, 1 quartz large
primary reduction debris, 1 possible hornfels
flake, 2 shell fragments
3 possible hornfels flakes, 3 quartz microflakes,
1 burnt porcelain sherd, 1 iron nail shank
1 iron toy wheel fragment, 1 brick fragment
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52-62 cm
0-36 cm

0-36 cm
0-36 cm

Ap
(Plowzone)
B2/1
(Upper subsoil)
B2/1
(Upper subsoil)
Ap
(Plowzone)

Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap

Unit/STP

Quad

Recovered Cultural Materials

Depth

Soil Context

N14E24

SW

0-40 cm

(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)

N14E24
N14E24

North
half
NE

2 quartz flakes, 1 possible hornfels flake, 1
whiteware sherd, 3 .50-caliber machine gun belt
fragments
1 possible hornfels flake`

36-65 cm

N14E24

SE

2 quartz large primary reduction debris, 2
possible hornfels flake, 1 unidentified lithic
flake, 1 possible hornfels biface thinning flake,
2 quartz primary reduction flake,
1 possible hornfels flake

N14E24

SW

40-46 cm

N14E24

NE

N14E24

SE

N14E24

SW

N14E25

NW

1 possible hornfels flake, 1 possible hornfels
microflake
1 possible hornfels microflake fragment, 9
charred nut fragments, 1 charred wood fragment
1 possible hornfels flake, 7 charred wood
fragments
1 quartz flake, 1 stone manuport, 8 charred
wood fragments
1 quartz flake

N14E25

SW

1 crystal quartz microflake

0-37 cm

N15E24

SE

1 possible hornfels flake, 1 creamware sherd

0-35 cm

N15E24

SW

0-35 cm

N15E24

SE

1 possible hornfels flake, 1 quartz primary
reduction flake
2 possible hornfels flakes

N15E24

SW

N15E24

SE

1 fire-cracked rock, 5 possible hornfels flakes, 2
possible hornfels microflakes
1 possible hornfels flake

36 cm

36-46 cm

Ap/B2/1
(Interface)
B2/1
(Upper subsoil)

46-65 cm

B2/1
(Upper subsoil)
B2/1
(Upper subsoil)
Feature soil

55-65 cm

Feature soil

55-75 cm

Feature soil

0-35 cm

Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
B2/1
(Upper subsoil)
B2/1
(Upper subsoil)
Feature soil

35-45 cm
35-45 cm
35 cm

Block C, Site 76-15
Block C, which is located in the southern part of the Meigs Point project area, included
nine STPs excavated around Phase IB STP T19-1 (see Figure 39), which produced two pieces of
quartz primary reduction debris found in association with historic-period nails, a brick fragment,
and other metal artifacts.
The soil profiles in Block C generally consisted of a layer of plowzone overlying intact
B2/1 and C horizon soils. The test pits contained no fill deposits or evidence of disturbance. The
Phase II STPs in block C yielded an additional 37 artifacts including three pieces of pre-Colonial
quartz chipping debris, 30 historic-period artifacts, and four pieces of northern quahog shell that
cannot be conclusively attributed to either period (see Table 16). Historic-period materials
include nails, window and vessel glass, redware, an iron buckle fragment, and a machine-gun
belt fragment. All of the cultural materials found during Phase II testing were recovered from
plowzone contexts.
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Table 16. Phase II Archaeological Test Pits and Recovered Pre-Colonial and HistoricPeriod Cultural Materials in Site 76-15, Meigs Point, Block C
Test Pit
Recovered Cultural Materials
Depth
Soil Context
S35E0

1 quartz primary reduction flake, 2 iron nail shanks,
2 iron strap buckle fragments, 1 red earthenware
sherd, 1 window glass fragment, 1 blue-green
curved glass fragment
1 quartz small angular debris, 1 window glass
fragment, 1 northern quahog shell fragment, 1 0.50
caliber machine-gun belt fragment, 1 nail
1 nail shank, 1 clear curved glass fragment

5-26 cm

Ap
(Plowzone)

5-30 cm

Ap
(Plowzone)

4-34 cm
5-25 cm

S43E0

1 red earthenware sherd, 4 wire nails, 1 possible
iron wedge fragment
1 red earthenware sherd, 2 coal fragments, 3 iron
nails
2 brick fragments

S43E5

1 quartz flake with cortex

5-20 cm

S43E10

1 blue-green curved glass fragment

5-25 cm

Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap/B2/1
(Interface)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap
(Plowzone)

S35E10

S36E5
S40E5
S43E0

5-27 cm
27 cm

In total, Phase I and II testing at Site 76-15 yielded 432 pre-Colonial and historic-period
or modern artifacts. The historic and modern-period artifacts include primarily architectural and
domestic materials that are likely associated with the c. 1827 farmhouse now used as the Meigs
Point Nature Center, along with artifacts that are related to the use of HBSP by the Winchester
Repeating Arms Company and its World War II-era service as an artillery target.
The pre-Colonial assemblage at Site 76-15 included 159 artifacts, primarily lithic
debitage. Quartz (N=75; 58.6%) and possible hornfels (N=37; 28.9%) are the most common raw
material types in the lithic assemblage, which also includes crystal quartz (N=12; 9.4%), chert
(N=3; 2.3%), and one untyped flake (Table 16). The lithic material identified here as “possible
hornfels” has a fine ground mass that has been weathered to a tan color. The stone contains
quartz and possibly biotite phenocrysts, suggesting that it has igneous origins. The material also
is phaneritic, meaning that different grain sizes in the rock are visible macroscopically. Calogero
and Philpotts (1995) indicate that some varieties of hornfels contain biotite and quartz
phenocrysts, but it not possible to reliably differentiate hornfels from fine-grained basalts
(rhyolites) without petrographic analysis. Therefore, the designation “possible hornfels” is a
tentative one that cannot be confirmed without conducting petrographic analyses.
An analysis of the lithic debitage from Site 76-15 sheds light on the types of tool-making
activities carried out at the site. Like Site 76-13, the quartz lithic assemblage from Site 76-15
includes a range of debitage types, from primary reduction debris (N=30; 40%) to large angular
debris and cores (N=1; 1.3%), to small angular debris (N=3; 4%), to flakes (N=30; 40%) and
microflakes and shatter (N=11; 14.7%), suggesting that all stages of quartz lithic reduction were
carried out at the site (see Table 17). The people who occupied the site were likely making use of
locally-collected quartz cobbles. The crystal quartz assemblage from Site 76-15 is small (N=12),
but it also includes a mix of primary reduction debris (N=2; 16.7%), small angular debris (N=1;
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8.3%), flakes (N=4; 33.3.7%), and microflakes and shatter (N=5; 41.7%), suggesting all stages
of lithic reduction (see Table 17).
The possible hornfels artifacts from Site 76-15 exhibit a different pattern (see Table 17).
The entire assemblage is comprised of flakes (N=29; 78.4%) and microflakes (N=8; 21.6%),
indicating that people were primarily engaged in the later stages of lithic reduction, including
knapping prepared bifaces, finishing tools, and re-sharpening existing tools. The nature of the
assemblage suggests that people may have acquired the material and conducted the initial
processing off-site, and brought then it to the site, where they used it for tool production.
Table 17. Major debitage classes by raw material type at Site 76-15, Phase I and II
Total
Artifacts
Material

Primary
Reduction

Large
Angular
Debris and
Cores

Small
Angular
Debris

Flakes

Microflakes
and Shatter

Other

Count

%

Count

%

Count

%

Count

%

Count

%

Count

%

Count

%

Quartz

75

58.6

30

40

1

1.3

3

4

30

40

11

14.7

0

0

Crystal Quartz

12

9.4

2

16.7

0

0

1

8.3

4

33.3

5

41.7

0

0

Chert
Possible
hornfels/Possible
hornfels
Unidentified
lithic

3

2.3

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

66.6

0

0

1

33.3

37

28.9

0

0

0

0

0

0

29

78.4

8

21.6

0

0

1

0.8

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

100

0

0

0

0

128

100

32

25

2

1.6

3

2.3

66

51.6

24

18.8

1

0.8

Totals

The majority of the pre-Colonial artifacts in Site 76-15 found in Block B, along with the
single identified cultural feature (Feature 1), suggest that this area is the main locus of the site.
While no diagnostic lithic artifacts were recovered from Site 76-15, the single recovered sherd of
pre-Colonial Native American pottery suggests a Woodland-period occupation. The diversity of
lithics and the presence of a feature suggest that additional, intact components of Site 76-15 with
the potential to provide more conclusive evidence regarding temporal and cultural affiliations of
the site may be present in the immediate vicinity.
Site 76-16
Site 76-16 was originally identified during the Phase IB testing and is centered on STP
T21-1 (see Figure 39) This test pit, which is located north of the Nature Center building, yielded
a small concentration of 14 historic-period artifacts: 10 iron nail and wire fragments, one
whiteware sherd, one sherd of porcelain, one fragment of blue-green window glass and a piece of
clear curved glass. The artifacts were all recovered from a layer of fill, at depth of 5 to 20
centimeters below surface. The fill layer sat atop intact stratigraphy, which included Ap, B2/1, and
C horizon soils.
Phase II testing at Site 76-16 included nine STPs placed at five-meter intervals around
STP T21-1 (see Figure 39). The soil stratigraphy in this area was generally intact below the
plowzone, although two of the test pits (S25W40 and S30W40) in this area contained multiple
layers of fill. Undisturbed stratigraphy consisted of Ap, B2/1, B2/2, and C-horizon soil horizons.
The Ap was approximately 25-35 cm deep and consisted of brown (10YR 4/3) to yellow-brown
(10YR 5/4) yellowish-brown fine sandy loam. In several test pits (S15W40, S20W35, and
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S20W40) the plowzone was disturbed/mixed with fill. The upper subsoil (B2/1) ranged from
yellowish-brown (10YR 5/8) to strong brown (7.5YR 4/6) in color and consisted of loamy fine
sand with traces of coarse sand and gravel. Below this stratum, which extended to depths of
about 58-70 cm below surface, was a layer of brownish-yellow (10YR 6/6) fine to medium sand
B2/2 soil with gravel and cobbles. The C horizon, which was encountered at depths ranging from
about 73-83 cm below surface, consisted of light gray (2.5Y 7/2) to light yellowish-brown (6/4)
medium to coarse sand with gravel and cobbles.
The Phase II test pits yielded a total of 30 historic-period and pre-Colonial lithic artifacts
(Table 18). The pre-Colonial artifacts included five quartz flakes that were intermixed with
historic materials in plowzone and fill contexts. The recovered historic-period artifacts are
primarily domestic and architectural and included creamware, whiteware, pearlware, blue-green
bottle glass, clear window and curved glass, nails, and coal. Site 76-16 also includes an
additional seven historic-period artifacts, including glass, ceramics and nails that were found in
T21-2 and T22-1, outside of the Phase II block during Phase IB testing. The artifact
concentration comprising site 76-16 is located approximately 30 meters north of the Nature
Center building. The historic-period materials recovered from the site are likely related to the
historic farmhouse that now serves as the Nature Center.
Table 18. Phase II Archaeological Test Pits and Recovered Pre-Colonial and HistoricPeriod Cultural Materials in Site 76-16, Meigs Point
Test Pit
Recovered Cultural Materials
Depth
Soil Context
S15W40
S20W30
S20W35
S20W40
S25W30

S30W40

1 quartz flake with cortex, 2 clear curved glass
fragments, 1 nail fragment
2 cuprous wire fragments, 1 coal fragment, 2
clear window glass fragments
1 quartz flake, 1 whiteware sherd

5-30 cm

1 crystal quartz microflake, 1 coal fragment, 2
nail shanks
2 quartz flakes, 1 blue transfer-printed
pearlware sherd, 1 whiteware sherd, 1
creamware sherd, 1 window glass fragment, 1
coal fragment
1 whiteware sherd, 1 coal fragment, 1 1944
penny, 4 blue-green curved glass fragment, 1
blue-green bottle base fragment

5-31 cm
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5-30 cm
5-31 cm

5-36 cm

0-28 cm

Ap/Fill 1
(Plowzone/Fill 1)
Ap
(Plowzone)
Ap/Fill 1
(Plowzone/Fill 1)
Ap/Fill 1
(Plowzone/Fill 1)
Ap
(Plowzone)

A0/Fill 1
(Duff/Fill 1)

VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Phase IB Archaeological Survey
AHS conducted a Phase IB archaeological survey of archaeologically sensitive portions
of the three priority areas of the proposed HBSP improvement project: BURT, West Beach
Pavilion, and Meigs Point. This survey was done in November and December 2013. AHS
conducted additional Phase IB testing along proposed branch utility/trunk lines in the spring of
2014.
A.1 Initial Phase IB Archaeological Survey
The initial Phase IB survey of the three priority areas included the excavation of 247
shovel test pits and identified 13 areas of archaeological sensitivity. AHS recommended Phase II
Intensive Survey at these 13 locations: eight in the West Beach Pavilion area, four in Meigs
Point, and one in the western part of BURT (see Figures 3-5). The 13 small areas were
determined to comprise four sites (see Figures 4 and 5): Site 76-14 in the western part of the
West Beach area (this site also includes the bifurcate point found in the Phase IB BURT testing);
Site 76-13 in the West Beach Pavilion bus parking and basketball court area (this site also
includes the Levanna point area); and Sites 76-15 and 76-16 in the Meigs Point area. Two of the
recommended locations were removed from the proposed impact areas and Phase II
investigations were not carried out in these two locations. One of the areas was in the western
portion of BURT, where a bifurcate point was found across a park road from the proposed West
Beach leaching field area, and the second area was near the proposed West Pavilion basketball
court area, where a Levanna point was found (see Figures 4 and 6).
A.2 Proposed Branch Utility/Trunk Lines
Phase IB archaeological testing of the proposed branch utility/trunk line areas included
the excavation of 253 shovel test pits and resulted in the recovery of 508 artifacts. Based on the
data collected during the Phase IB survey, AHS determined that approximately 1050 linear
meters of proposed utility work would impact areas where artifacts were recovered from
undisturbed soil contexts. These locations (see Figures 32-36) were recommended for Phase II
survey to determine their National Register eligibility, with an estimate of up to 211 STPs and
three 1x1-meter units.
Changes to the proposed branch utility lines were made after the Phase IB archaeological
survey was completed. These changes included the elimination of some of the lines that were
recommended for Phase II testing. These areas, outlined in pink on Figures 32-36, include 19
shovel test pits at Site 76-15 at Meigs Point (Figure 32), 16 STPs at Site 76-17 in West Beach
(Figure 33), five STPs in Site 76-18 in West Beach (Figure 34), 34 STPs in Site 76-19 in West
Beach (Figure 35), and six STPs at Site 76-20 in West Beach (Figure 36). The Phase II estimate
in the utility line is therefore lowered to 131 STPs, plus up to three 1x1-meter units. However,
the branch utility line changes also affect new areas of archaeological sensitivity, outlined in
orange on Figures 32-36. AHS recommends Phase IB testing be conducted in these areas prior
to the installation of any new utilities or utility upgrades. AHS estimates that Phase IB testing of
newly designed trunk lines in sensitive areas would require approximately 60 STPs at 15-meter
intervals. In addition, up to three additional 1x1-meter excavation units should be reserved, if
needed, to investigate additional features that may be identified during the Phase I and II
surveys.
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B. Phase II Archaeological Survey
AHS conducted Phase II testing in 11 archaeologically sensitive areas identified in 2013.
Phase II testing included the excavation of 230 shovel test pits, one 1x1-meter excavation unit,
and two 1-meter x 50-centimeter excavation units, focused on the four archaeological sites
identified during the Phase IB survey of the three primary priority areas. As a result of the Phase
II testing at four sites, the site boundaries were narrowed somewhat (see Figure 40).
B.1. Site 76-13
Phase II testing at Site 76-13, in the West Beach Pavilion bus parking and basketball
court area, included a total of 84 shovel test pits excavated in four areas (Blocks A-D). In total,
Phase I and II testing at Site 76-13 yielded a total of 216 pre-Colonial and historic period
artifacts, predominantly lithic debitage. Lithic materials included primarily quartz, along with
smaller numbers of crystal quartz, quartzite, and felsite artifacts. Analysis of the lithic materials
suggests that that all stages of quartz lithic reduction were carried out at the site, while crystal
quartz reduction included primarily later stage artifact production. The pre-Colonial assemblage
also included two Levanna points and two Native American pottery sherds, which suggests that
the site, or at least a component of the site, dates to the Woodland/Late Woodland period. The
Phase II testing did not identify any notable artifact concentrations or subsurface features. The
overall artifact density is relatively low (less than six artifacts per STP) and all but six of the
recovered pre-Colonial artifacts (including the diagnostic items) were recovered from plowzone
contexts, suggesting a lack of stratigraphic integrity. As a result, Site 76-13 does not appear to
meet the eligibility criteria of the National Register of Historic Places. It is unlikely that
additional archaeological work would yield additional significant information about Site 76-13,
thus no further testing is recommended in this area.
B.2. Site 76-14
Phase II testing at Site 76-14, which is located in the West Beach Pavilion leaching field
area, included the excavation of 61 shovel test pits in three sensitive areas designated Blocks AC (see Figure 18). In total, Phase I and II testing at Site 76-14 resulted in the recovery of 175
pieces of cultural material including 121 historic-period artifacts, 30 pre-Colonial period
artifacts, and 24 pieces of shell and calcined bone that cannot be conclusively attributed to either
time period. The pre-Colonial materials at Site 76-14 include quartz debitage representing all
stages of lithic reduction, as well as a chert Broadspear point associated with the Terminal
Archaic Period (ca. 3,800-2,700 BP) and a chert Brewerton-eared triangle projectile point that is
associated with the Late Archaic Period (ca. 6,000-3,400 BP). An Early Archaic St. Albans
bifurcate point, discovered in the subsoil in Phase IB survey of BURT, is also included in this
site, but this area was not investigated in Phase II because it will be avoided. The majority of the
pre-Colonial artifacts were recovered from plowzone contexts.
Historic-period materials recovered at Site 76-14 include a range of primarily 19thcentury domestic and architectural materials that appear to represent field scatter and do not
comprise a significant historic component. In our opinion, the low artifact densities and lack of
stratigraphic integrity at Site 76-14 indicate that the pre-Colonial and historic-period components
of the site do not meet the eligibility criteria for listing in the National Register. It is unlikely that
additional archaeological work would yield additional significant information about Site 76-14,
thus no further testing is recommended in this area.
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B.3 Site 76-15
Site 76-15 was identified in the grassy parking area east/northeast of the Meigs Point
Nature Center. Phase II testing was conducted at three areas within the site, designated Blocks
A-C. Phase I and II testing at Site 76-15 yielded a total of 432 pre-Colonial, historic, and
modern-period artifacts. The historic and modern-period artifacts include primarily architectural
and domestic materials that are likely associated with the c. 1827 farmhouse now used as the
Meigs Point Nature Center, along with artifacts that are related to the use of HBSP by the
Winchester Repeating Arms Company and its World War II-era service as an artillery target.
The pre-Colonial assemblage at Site 76-15 included 159 artifacts, primarily lithic
debitage. Quartz and possible hornfels are the most common raw material types in the lithic
assemblage, but a small number of crystal quartz and chert also was recovered. An analysis of
the lithic debitage from Site 76-15 suggests that all stages of quartz lithic reduction were carried
out at the site, while the possible hornfels assemblage includes evidence of primarily late stage
tool production. The majority of the pre-Colonial artifacts in Site 76-15 were found in Block B,
along with the single identified cultural feature (Feature 1), suggesting that this area is the main
locus of Site 76-15. No diagnostic lithic artifacts were recovered from the site, but the sherd of
pre-Colonial Native American pottery suggests a Woodland period occupation.
The artifact concentration and feature found in the excavation block surrounding N15E25
represent the only intact potentially significant pre-Colonial locus found in the Phase IB/II
testing in the park. The diversity of lithics and the presence of a feature inclusive of botanical
remains and fire-cracked rock, suggest that additional, intact components of Site 76-15, with the
potential to provide more conclusive evidence regarding temporal and cultural affiliations of the
site, may be present in the immediate vicinity. This part of Meigs Point is also well known to
avocational archaeologists as an area of relatively dense pre-Colonial cultural material. AHS
therefore recommends expanded Phase II testing in the form of two to four 1-meter x 50centimeter excavation units, to explore the feature further and collect sufficient data to allow a
conclusive determination of the National Register eligibility of Site 76-15. It should be noted that
the southern portion of this site, below the mid-section of Block B, does not appear to possess
sufficient integrity to merit National Register eligibility.
B.4 Site 76-16
Phase II testing at Site 76-16, which is located behind the Meigs Point Nature Center,
included the excavation of nine STPs placed at five-meter intervals around Phase IB STP T21-1.
Phase I and II testing at Site 76-16 resulted in the recovery of 51 pieces of cultural material,
including 46 historic-period artifacts and five pre-Colonial period quartz flakes. The historicperiod materials comprise mostly nails and glass, along with a small number of primarily 19thcentury ceramic sherds. The artifact concentration comprising Site 76-16 is located
approximately 30 meters north of the Nature Center building. The historic-period materials
recovered from the site may be related to the historic farmhouse that now serves as the Nature
Center. Archaeological testing did not produce any evidence of a structure, and all of the cultural
material was found in plowzone and fill contexts. Due to the paucity of data and the lack of
stratigraphic integrity, Site 76-16 is likely not eligible for listing in the National Register of
Historic Places. No further archaeological work is recommended in this area.
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Figure 1: Map of Hammonasset Beach State Park showing the proposed utility improvement project areas.

Figure 2: Reported archaeological sites in the Hammonasset Beach State Park vicinity.

Figure 3: Results of Phase IB archaeological testing in the three project priority areas (West Pavilion, BURT, and Meigs Point).

Figure 4: Map of HBSP project areas showing areas recommended for Phase II testing within the three project priority areas (West Pavilion, BURT, and Meigs Point)

Figure 5: Map of HBSP showing the boundaries of archaeological sites identified in the Phase IB archaeological survey and previously identifies sites within the Park.

Figure 6: Detail map showing Phase IB results and Phase II area recommendations (outlined in red) in the West Pavilion and BURT project areas.

Figure 7: Detail map showing Phase IB results and Phase II area recommendations in the Meigs
Point priority project area.

Figure 8: Detail map showing Phase IB results and Phase II area recommendations in the BURT
priority project area.

Figure 9: Detail of the 1830 Griswold map of reconstructed Native American settlement, ca. 1625,
showing the approximate location of the project area.

Figure 10: Hammonasset Point (Henasset Pt.) as shown on 1781 DesBarres map.

Figure 11: Hammonasset Point as shown on the 1792 Blodget map. The notation reads “Porpoise
Fishery.”

Figure 12: Hammonasset Point as shown on the 1812 Warren and Gillet map.

Figure 13: Hammonasset Point as shown on the 1838 U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey soundings
chart.

Figure 14: Hammonasset Point as shown on the 1852 Whiteford county map. The Scranton
property location (circled in red) approximates the old farmhouse that now serves as the Nature
Center.

Figure 15: Hammonasset Point as shown on the 1868 Beers atlas map. The Nature Center
farmhouse is shown as the property of G. C. Phelps, and two “fish houses” are shown along the
road.

Figure 16: Hammonasset Point as shown on Chart 115 (1886). Three buildings, probably the farm
house and fish houses, are shown just back from the beach.

Figure 17: Hammonasset Point as shown on the 1893 U.S.G.S. Guilford Quadrangle, surveyed in
1890. Only two buildings are shown, both at the Meigs Point farm. The structure shown extending
into the Sound from the north end of the beach does not appear on any other maps or charts.

Figure 18: Hammonasset Point, as shown on the 1934 Fairchild Aerial photograph.

Figure 19: Hammonasset Point as shown on the 1951 U.S.G. S. Clinton Quadrangle, showing the
cluster of buildings near the north end of the beach.

Figure 20: Pavilion at Hammonasset Beach shortly after construction, from State Parks and
Forests Commission, Annual Report, 1920.

Figure 21: Areas dredged for beach restoration after the 1955 hurricane. These areas produced hundreds of pre-Colonial artifacts.

Figure 22: Selected artifacts from Hammonasset Beach Site (76-1) Reported by Bourn (1977)

Figure 23: Locations of artifacts recovered from the plowed field.

Figure 24: Results of Phase IB archaeological survey along proposed branch utility lines.

Figure 25: Results of Phase IB archaeological survey along proposed branch utility lines.

Figure 26: Results of Phase IB archaeological survey along proposed branch utility lines.

Figure 27: Results of Phase IB archaeological survey along proposed branch utility lines.

Figure 28: Results of Phase IB archaeological survey along proposed branch utility lines.

Figure 29: Results of Phase IB archaeological survey along proposed branch utility lines.

Figure 30: Results of Phase IB archaeological survey along proposed branch utility lines.

Figure 31: Results of Phase IB archaeological survey along proposed branch utility lines.

Figure 32: Proposed additional Phase II testing locations along branch utility lines within Site
76-15.

Figure 33: Proposed Phase IB and Phase II testing locations along branch utility lines within Site
76-17.

Figure 34: Proposed Phase IB and Phase II testing location along branch utility lines within Site
76-18.

Figure 35: Proposed Phase IB and Phase II testing location along branch utility lines within Site
76-19.

Figure 36: Proposed Phase IB and Phase II testing location along branch utility lines within Site
76-20.

Figure 37: Results of Phase II testing at Site 76-13 in the West Pavilion project area.

Figure 38: Results of Phase II testing at Site 76-14 in the West Pavilion project area.

Figure 39: Results of Phase II archaeological testing at Sites 76-15 and 76-16 in the Meigs Point
project area.

Figure 40. Sites identified in Phase II intensive survey with slightly revised boundaries.
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Photograph 1: Overview of Hammonasset Beach from the east breakwater, Nature

Center at right, camera facing northeast.

Photograph 2: Disturbed area along BURT.

Photograph 3: Disturbed area along BURT.

Photograph 4: Typical salt marsh area at HBSP.

th

Photograph 5: Hammonasset Beach Nature Center, remodeled from a 19 -century

farmhouse, camera facing northeast.

Photograph 6: Some of the diagnostic artifacts and other tool fragments recovered during the
Phase 1B survey of proposed branch utility lines at Hammonasset Beach State Park. Top Row, left
to right, Snook Kill point (J165, Site 76-18), burned chert projectile point tip (J24, Site 76-18).
Middle row, mudstone drill/awl (A75, Site 76-19), chert scraper (J240, Site 76-15). Bottom row,
quartz Wading River point (A56, Site 76-17), Native American pottery fragment (J210, Site 76-19),
quartz Wading River point (J124, Site 76-17).
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